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ON THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL,* RESPECTING THE 
IMPOSSIBILITY OF EXPRESSING A ROOT OF ANY 

GENERAL EQUATION ABOVE THE FOURTH DEGREE, 
BY ANY FINITE COMBINATION OF RADICALS AND 

RATIONAL FUNCTIONS↑

Read 22 May 1837.
[Trans. Roy. Irish Acad. vol. xvιπ (1839), pp. 171-259.][1]. Let a1,a2, ...,an be any n arbitrary quantities, or independent variables, real or imaginary, and let a'1,a2,...,a^ be any n' radicals, such that

a'ιa'1 =fι(a> a'f∕n' =fnfa1, ...,an)-,again, let a'[, ...,a"n* be n" new radicals, such that∙∙∙><', a1,...,an),
=∕n'(aP — > <'> aι> ∙ ∙ ∙ > an) ;and so on, till we arrive at a system of equations of the form

fΛm)a1on) _ f(m-i)(n(m-l) n(m-D n,(m-2) fl(m-2) π f1 ∖α>ι —1∕1 , ∙.∙,an(m-1), u1 , ..., ww(7re-2)> ∙∙∙,ai, ...,an),

n(,m)__f(,m-l) (n(m-l) n(m-l) n(m-2) n(m-Z) „ n ∖an0∏)nf~ -Jn(m) ∖a,l ∣∙∙∙tan(m-ι)> <lι ∣ ∙∙∙>an(m-i), ∙∙∙Av ∙∙∙>an)>the exponents α*⅛P being all integral and prime numbers greater than unity, and the functions 
fik~r, being rational, but all being otherwise arbitrary. Then, if we represent by &(m) any rational function /(m) of all the foregoing quantities af∙k∖

b^=fm∖a^n∖ ...,⅛⅛, ⅛"~1>, ...,⅛‰¾, ...,α1, ...,αn),we may consider this quantity &(m) as being also an irrational function of the n original quantities, a1, ...,an; in which latter view it may be said, according to a phraseology proposed by Abel, to be an irrational function of the mth order·, and may be regarded as the general type of every conceivable function of any finite number of independent variables, which can be formed by any finite number of additions, subtractions, multiplications, divisions, elevations to powers, and extraction of roots of functions; since it is obvious that any extraction of a* [N. H. Abel, J. für reine u. angew. Math. (Crelle), vol. ι (1826), pp. 65-84; see also Œuvres Complètes, 1881, vol. i, p. 75.]f [L. E. Dickson, Modern algebraic theories, New York, 1930, chapter x (Equations solvable by radicals) notes that Hamilton corrected Abel’s proof in two particulars, and refers to Hamilton’s account as ‘ a very complicated reconstruction of Abel’s proof’.]
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518 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSradical with a composite exponent, such as a^2a^ f1, may be reduced to a system of successive extractions of radicals with prime exponents, such as
↑∕fi=f"vInsomuch that the question, ‘Whether it be possible to express a root x of the general equation of the »«> degree, + α1z"-ι +... + <⅛,1s + ⅛ = 0,in terms of the coefficients of that equation, by any finite combination of radicals and rational functions?’ is, as Abel has remarked, equivalent to the question, ‘Whether it be possible to equate a root of the general equation of any given degree to an irrational function of the coefficients of that equation, which function shall be of any finite order m? ’ or to this other question : ‘ Is it possible to satisfy, by any function of the form &(m), the equation

f)(m) n + aι b(m) n-l+^+ fc(m) + = 0,in which the exponent n is given, but the coefficients a1, α2, ...,an are arbitrary? ’[2]. For the cases n = 2, w = 3, n = 4, this question has long since been determined in the affirmative, by the discovery of the known solutions of the general quadratic, cubic, and biquadratic equations.Thus, for n = 2, it has long been known that a root x of the general quadratic equation, aj2 + α1ar + α2 = 0,can be expressed as a finite irrational function of the two arbitrary coefficients a1, a2, namely, as the following function, which is of the first order:
x = b' =f'(a'v a1, a2) = + a,1,

q2the radical a,1 being such that α'2 =∕1(α1, a2) = — a2,insomuch that, with this form of the irrational function b', the equation 
b'2 + a1b, + α2 = 0is satisfied, independently of the quantities a1 and a2, which remain altogether arbitrary.Again, it is well known that for n = 3, that is, in the case of the general cubic equation 

xs+a1x2 + a2%+a3 = 0,a root x may be expressed as an irrational function of the three arbitrary coefficients, a1, a2, a3, namely as the following function, which is of the second order:
X = b" =f'(a,i, a'1, a1, a2, a3)

zz=-⅛+α*+⅛the radical of highest order, a'[, being defined by the equation 
tt13 =f dχ, ^2, u3)

= C1 + αl,
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL GN FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 519and the subordinate radical a'1 being defined by this other equation αι2√1(⅜⅛fl3) = c1-c2>while c1 and c2 denote for abridgment the two following rational functions:cι= -⅛(2c⅛-9α1α2 + 27α3), c2 = ⅛(u∣_ 3u2);so that, with this form of the irrational function b", the equation 
b"3 + a1b"2 + a2b" + a3 = 0is satisfied, without any restriction being imposed on the three coefficients a1, a2, a3.For n = 4, that is, for the case of the general biquadratic equationα4 + u1^3 + a2x2 + a3x + α4 = 0,it is known in like manner, that a root can be expressed as a finite irrational function of the coefficients, namely as the following function, which is of the third order:æ = bm =fm(a%, a2, u", a1, a2, a3, α4) = - ⅜ + α"' + α"' + ;wherein a,[2 =∕4(α4, a'1, a1, a2, a3, α4) = e3 + a'{ + -¾,α1 g«2 2 =Γ2(a1> a'1, a1, a2, a3, ai) = e3+p3c⅛ + —J7z,P3α1

αΙ3 =fl(a'l> <h> tt2> tt3> ⅝) = ei + «ή 

a'ι =fι(aι> a2> a3, ft4) = e2 - 4;e4, e3, e2, e1 denoting for abridgment the following rational functions:
β4 = ⅛( - al + 4⅜ a2 “ 8⅝) >e3 = ⅛(3α2-8α2),e2 = τ⅛4( - 3βl a3 + a2 + 12⅝) > e1 = ⅜(3e2e3-e3 + e4)= 3⅛ e(27αια4 - 9W3 + 2α∣ - 72α2α4 + 27α∣), and p3 being a root of the numerical equation

P2+∕33+ l = θ∙It is known also, that a root x of the same general biquadratic equation may be expressed in another way, as an irrational function of the fourth order of the same arbitrary coefficients 
a1, a2, a3, ai, namely the following:x = &IV =∕ιv(α4v 5 a'^ α'5 cf4) = _ + αw + αιv.the radical α4v being defined by the equation 9z>αιy2 =f^a,ι, a,[, a'1, a1, a2, a3, α4) = - a,{2 + 3e3 d— αιwhile α4, α4, α4, and e4, e3, e2, e1, retain their recent meanings. Insomuch that either the function of third order bm, or the function of fourth order διv, may be substituted for x in the general biquadratic equation; or, to express the same thing otherwise, the two equations following: δ"'4 + α1 δ'"3 + a2 b,"2 + a3 b"' + α4 = 0,
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520 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSand δlv4 + α1 διv3 + a2 6ιv2 + α3 δlv + α4 = 0,are both identically true, in virtue merely of the forms of the irrational functions b"' and δlv, and independently of the values of the four arbitrary coefficients a1, a2, a3, a4.But for higher values of n the question becomes more difficult; and even for the case n = 5, that is, for the general equation of the fifth degree,
x5 + a1x* + α2#3 + a3x2 + aix + a5 = O,the opinions of mathematicians appear to be not yet entirely agreed respecting the possibility or impossibility of expressing a root as a function of the coefficients by any finite combination of radicals and rational functions: or, in other words, respecting the possibility or impossibility of satisfying, by any irrational function b(m) of any finite order, the equationδ<m>5 + α1 b(m)i + a2 ttm)3 + a3 b^2 + α4 b™ + a5 = 0,the five coefficients a1, a2, a3, ai, a3, remaining altogether arbitrary. To assist in deciding opinions upon this important question, by developing and illustrating (with alterations) the admirable argument of Abel against the possibility of any such expression for a root of the general equation of the fifth, or any higher degree; and by applying the principles of the same argument, to show that no expression of the same kind exists for any root of any general but lower equation, (quadratic, cubic, or biquadratic,) essentially distinct from those which have long been known; is the chief object of the present paper.[3]. In general, if we call an irrational function irreducible, when it is impossible to express that function, or any one of its component radicals, by any smaller number of extractions of prime roots of variables, than the number which the actual expression of that function or radical involves; even by introducing roots of constant quantities, or of numerical equations, which roots are in this whole discussion considered as being themselves constant quantities, so that they neither influence the order of an irrational function, nor are included among the radicals denoted by the symbols a,1, &c.; then it is not difficult to prove that such irreducible 

irrational functions possess several properties in common, which are adapted to assist in deciding the question just now stated.In the first place it may be observed, that, by an easy preparation, the general irrational function ô(m) of any order m may be put under the form
δ<-">= ∑ .(ft⅛1> ⅛%,<A),

aW(m) >∙">Pn(m) i »
Pi <a∙iin which the coefficient 6⅛)1> is a function of the order m— 1, or of a lower order; the ex- Pl >∙∙∙,en(m)ponent βfl', is zero, or any positive integer less than the prime number which enters as exponent into the equation of definition of the radical aifl∖ namely,

aW0^=ftm~1∖and the sign of summation extends to all the af'ι',. a(2w)... a%β terms which have exponents /?(/w subject to the condition just now mentioned.For, inasmuch as &(Wł) is, by supposition, a rational function/(w) of all the radicals aββ, it is, with respect to any radical of highest order, such as a%^∖ a function of the form
>(α<f>),
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL GN FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 521
M and Ν being here used as signs of some whole functions, or finite integral polynômes. Now, if we denote by ρΛ any root of the numerical equationpα~1 + ∕>α^2 + Z>α^3 + ∙ ∙ ∙ + P*a + Pa + 1 = θ,so that ρΛ is at the same time a root of unity, because the last equation gives p«=i;and if we suppose the number α to be prime, so that

Pa. ’ Pot. ) Pa J ∙ ∙ ∙ > Paare, in some arrangement or other, the α — 1 roots of the equation above assigned: then, the product of all the α — 1 whole functions following,
M{p0ia) .M{ρ20id)... M(p*~1a) = L(a),is not only itself a whole function of a, but is one which, when multiplied by M(a), gives a product of the form £(«) >(α) = Æ(o<t)>

K being here (as well as L) a sign of some whole function. If then we form the product
i i i^iand multiply, by it, both numerator and denominator of the recently assigned expression for ⅛(w⅛), we obtain this new expression for that general irrational function,λ(⅜-).Λ-(⅜",1) £(«»“>). jV(α⅞")) = £(«»“>). .V(a⅞">) = .Λ(αr>).Λf(α<r') ' i l'the characteristic I denoting here some function, which, relatively to the radical atyl∖ is whole, so that it may be thus developed,

]jpn) _ j (α⅛w)) = ∕θ 4- ∕1 + ∕2 α<wι)2 + ... + Ir a,W r,

r being a finite positive integer, and the coefficients ∕0,I1, ...,Ir being, in general, functions of the rath order, but not involving the radical αc∕n∖ And because the definition of that radical gives a(m)h = a(m)g .if h = g + eo^∙n∖it is unnecessary to retain in evidence any of its powers of which the exponents are not less than a⅛n∖ we may therefore put the development of 6(w) under the form⅛w = Bo + fl1α⅛m> +... + ⅛)-ι(α⅞m,)αi"-1.the coefficients Hq,H1, ... being still, in general, functions of the τnth order, not involving the radical a%n∖ It is clear that by a repetition of this process of transformation, the radicals αf1m∖ ..., aPfyl∙) may all be removed from the denominator of the rational functionand that their exponents in the transformed numerator may all be depressed below the exponents which define those radicals: by which means, the development above announced for the general irrational function may be obtained; wherein the coefficient admits of beinganalogously developed.For example, the function of the second order,6'=-⅜1÷<÷⅛
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522 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSwhich was above assigned as an expression for a root of the general cubic equation, may be developed thus: y= χ .%.α;Λ) = ά; + 6χ + 6-ο?;Æ<3mwhich δθs~^3, άι=1,And this last coefficient b2, which is itself a function of the first order, may be developed thus: ⅜ = τ⅛ = ∙B'= Σ .(¾.<≠) = ∙B0 + B1⅛
tl"1"αl ∕3[<2• ι ∙ ι 7-) ^2^1 ^2^1 C∩C-∣ <h τ~* —mwhl0h ⅝≈c⅛=iL = . c≈'g1 u1 vl J1 b2 c2 c2Again, the function of the third order,δ'"=-≥+<+<⅛'+τ⅛,4 «1 «2which expresses a root of the general biquadratic equation, may be developed as follows:δ'"= Σ #I<2 Aa<2in which = ¾θ=l, ⅞1=1,

ί iff £4 1 ∕ 9 tt ∖and δlf 1 = - ≈ - - - = — I e3 + ps a1 + I.12 Λ√2 (e3 + αi+⅛(e3+p3αi + A)And this last coefficient b"11, which is itself a function of the second order, may be developed thus:
V[λ = B" = ∑ = +

ft<3in which B'o = ∖ B'1=⅛, B'2 = ⅛ez f*e* t =^(gι~oi)e4 e4 e4α13 e4(e1 + α1) e4e∣So that, upon the whole, these functions b" and δw, which express, respectively, roots of the general cubic and biquadratic equations, may be put under the following forms, which involve no radicals in denominators: , ,,x o
and + +«2+- {e3+P3αi+∕⅛(e1∙-®i) 1j j®i®2;
and the functions ∕4, f"2, which enter into the equations of definition of the radicals α4, α≥ >namely into the equations λw2 _ f n∣∣∣2 _ t»

aι -Jι> a2 —J 2∙>may in like manner be expressed so as to involve no radicals in denominators, namely thus:
αi 2 = e3÷αi÷ (el-αi) , α22 = e3+P3αl÷P3(ei-αi) ∙It would be easy to give other instances of the same sort of transformation, but it seems unnecessary to do so.
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 523[4]. It is important in the next place to observe, that any term of the foregoing general development of the general irrational function ttm∖ may be isolated from the rest, and expressed separately, as follows. Let δ¾ ..,<»» denote a new irrational function, which is formed from 
f)(m) by changing every radical such as to a corresponding product such as in whichpα(m) is, as before, a root of unity; so that¾⅛......γ,,, = ,and let any isolated term of the corresponding development of ô(wl) or δtθm∖-j0 be denoted by thesymbol > _lo»-i) π(m)pγι ∏PrP⅝‰',tfln∖ ~ 1 n(m)we shall then have, as the announced expression for this isolated term, the following:∕ — ------ ------- V iδ^T∖ t 1 7l"^ Λ-^n‰7n⅞))∙t,Λ(n>) Λ<m)— ^.(m} ' -i-' ∙ ∖ y<m> √"∙> . ∙ Λ7~(>n) , " " r (m) /’the sign of summation here extending to all those terms in which every index such as γW is equal to zero or to some positive integer less than oY-n∖Thus, in the case of the function of second order b", which represents, as we have seen, a root of the general cubic equation, if we wish to obtain an isolated expression for any term of its development already found, namely the developmentδ" = ∑ .(⅛.α^) = 6^ + δlα'{ + δ^<2 = io + ^ + i25

Æ<3we have only to introduce the function
Æ<3and to employ the formula

⅞-⅛∙4λ-⅜∙ ∑ ^ρίΚ*)-Μ+κ**ΐ+κ*ιχ).ri<3In particular, iθ = δ' = i(δ" + b,[ + δ3),i1 = δ1α1 = ⅜(δ0+p3 1δ1+p3 2δ3),^2=z^2αi2 = ⅜(^0÷∕,3 2b,[+p3 *Vfc in which b'^ = δθ + b,1a[ + b2a↑2( = b"),

⅛ = ⅛ + b[p3⅛ + ⅛pl⅛2, 
b2-b0 + b'1p2 a,[ + δ2∕)3 a'[2,and in which it is to be remembered that

pi + P3 + 1 = θ, and therefore p3 = 1.Again, if we wish to isolate any term of the development above assigned for thefunction of third order δ w, which represents a root of the general biquadratic equation, we may employ the formula
7a<2

= έ«,ο + ( - 1)^λ ¾, + ( -1)-^ ⅞, + ( - l)-<Λ+Λ⅛*',,};
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524 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSin which we have introduced the function
‰ = Σ

2 tf<2 12=⅞o + ( - i)y⅛0*Γ + ( - ι‰w + ( - ;so that, in particular, we have the four expressionsς=‰4(⅛+‰+⅛4+⅛),Co = ¾o< = Mo- δi% + ¾1 - ¾'λ),
t"' -k,' -i-h", h"' h"' ∖Ci = δiι< «2 = Mo - 6£o - ⅞1 + ¾1),in which ⅜" 0 = bo, o + bi, o aι + ⅞ ι«2 + bι, ι < <>

kn k,' ,JH i A" „W I√∕ „W „III1,O-^0,0 Cθαif⅝,lβ2 Clβχ⅝,
0!H k" i k" ~"l k" ~∣∣∣ k" ~"∣ ~"'0,1 - b0,0 ^f b 1,0ai ~b0,la2 ~~ bl,lal a,2 I

7W III III ill III ,k∣∣ n"'n"'
αl,l-°0,0 0l,Ottl °0,lα2 ^T 0l,lal a2 ∙In these examples, the truth of the results is obvious; and the general demonstration follows easily from the properties of the roots of unity.[5]. We have hitherto made no use of the assumed irreducibility of the irrational function ó(m). But taking now this property into account, we soon perceive that the component radicals 

a∖fc∖ which enter into the composition of this irreducible function, must not be subject to, nor even compatible with, any equations or equation of condition whatever, except only the equations of definition, which determine those radicals o⅛fcζ by determining their prime powers i⅛*,α<h. por ∣jlθ existence or possibility of any such equation of condition in conjunction with those equations of definition, would enable us to express at least one of the above mentioned radicals as a rational function of others of the same system, and of orders not higher than its own, or even, perhaps, as a rational function of the original variables α1,..., an, though multiplied in general by a root of a numerical equation; and therefore would enable us to diminish the number of extractions of prime roots of functions, which would be inconsistent with the irreducibility supposed.In fact, if any such equation of condition, involving any radical or radicals of the order k, but none of any higher order, were compatible with the equations of definition; then, by some obvious preparations, such as bringing the equation of condition to the form of zero equated to some finite polynomial function of some radical of the kth order; and rejecting, by the methods of equal roots and of the greatest common measure, all factors of this polynome, except those which are unequal among themselves, and are included among the factors of that other polynome which is equated to zero in the corresponding form of the equation of definition of the radical a,W; we should find that this last equation of definition«<*>«?>-∕<*-i) = 0must be divisible, either identically, or at least for some suitable system of values of the remaining radicals, by an equation of condition of the form
α<*) a _j_ (7(fc) α(*) 0 ~1 + ... -∣- Q<M ι α(fc) q. ^f(Λ) = o ;

g being less than afje∖ and the coefficients 6⅛fc∖ ..., being functions of orders not higher than 
k, and not involving the radical a^∖ Now if we were to suppose that, for any system of values
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 525of the remaining radicals, the coefficients G%e∖ ... should all be = 0, or indeed if even the last of those coefficients should thus vanish, we should then have a new equation of condition, namely the following : y(fc - D _ θwhich would be obliged to be compatible with the equations of definition of the remaining radicals, and would therefore either conduct at last, by a repetition of the same analysis, to a radical essentially vanishing, and consequently superfluous, among those which have been supposed to enter into the composition of the function or else would bring us back to the divisibility of an equation of definition by an equation of condition, of the form just now assigned, and with coefficients Gi1*∖ ...,G^ which would not all be =0. But for this purpose it would be necessary that a relation, or system of relations, should exist, (or at least should be compatible with the remaining equations of definition,) of the form
e being less than o⅛fc∖ and ve being different from zero, and being a root of a numerical equation; and because o⅛fc> is prime, we could find integer numbers λ and μ, which would satisfy the condition λαf>-∕te=lιso that, finally, we should have an expression for the radical a%∖ as a rational function of others of the same system, and of orders not higher than its own, though multiplied in general (as was above announced) by a root of a numerical equation; namely the following expression:
And if we should suppose this last equation to be not identically true, but only to hold good for some systems of values of the remaining radicals, of orders not higher than k, we should still obtain, at least, an equation of condition between those remaining radicals, by raising the expression just found for a(V to the power at®; namely, the following equation of condition,∕<fe-1> - ¾ vifc'υλ)α'w=θ,which might then be treated like the former, till at last an expression should be obtained, of the kind above announced, for at least one of the remaining radicals. In every case, therefore, we should be conducted to a diminution of the number of prime roots of variables in the expression of the function l∕m∖ which consequently would not be irreducible.For example, if an irrational function of the w,th order contain any radical of the cubic form, its exponent af%ni being — 3, and its equation of definition being of the formα(^=^→)(α<--υ, ...,α⅛¾, ...,α1, ...,an);if also the other equations of definition permit us to suppose that this radical may be equal to some rational function of the rest, so that an equation of the form

«(/«) +^) = θ,(in which the function does not contain the radical a⅛n∖) is compatible with the equation of definition α(m)3 _y(m-1) _ θ.then, from the forms of these two last mentioned equations, the latter must be divisible by the former, at least for some suitable system of values of the remaining radicals : and therefore the following relation, which does not involve the radical a{™\ namely,
∕^-D + ^)3 = 0,
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526 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSmust be either identically true, in which case we may substitute for the radical a⅛n∖ in the proposed function of the mth order, the expression
or at least it must be true as an equation of condition between the remaining radicals, and liable as such to a similar treatment, conducting to an analogous result.A more simple and specific example is supplied by the following function of the second order, X = ^^¾ + + λ⅛ “ + - “ c^,which is not uncommonly proposed as an expression for a root x of the general cubic equation 

x3 + α1rr2 + a2x + a3 = 0,c1 and c2 being certain rational functions of a1, a2, a3, which were assigned in a former article, and which are such that the cubic equation may be thus written :(aj + ¾) -3c2^ + ^1j-2c1 = 0.Putting this function of the second order under the formiT=--- + ÷Λg,in which the radicals are defined as follows,αi3 = cι + αi> a23 = c1-a[, α'2 = c∣- c2,we easily perceive that it is permitted by these definitions to suppose that the radicals a"1, a2 are connected so as to satisfy the following equation of condition,u1 α2 = c2 ;and even that this supposition must be made, in order to render the proposed function of the second order a root of the cubic equation. But the mere knowledge of the compatibility of the equation of condition ≤-⅞ = θ 
a1with the equation of definition α23 — (c1 — a,1) = 0,is sufficient to enable us to infer, from the forms of these two equations, that the latter is divisible by the former, at least for some suitable system of values of the remaining radicals 

a,[ and a'1, consistent with their equations of definition; and therefore that the following relation z . , -»·and the expression α2 = Vz 1. ¾,αιare at least consistent with those equations. In the present example, the relation thus arrived at is found to be identically true, and consequently the radicals a'1 and a,[ remain independent of each other; but for the same reason, the radical a2 may be changed to the expression just now given; so that the proposed function of the second order,
x = θ 1 + a'[ + a2,
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 527may, by the mere definitions of its radicals, and even without attending to the cubic equation which it was designed to satisfy, be put under the formΙ=_ϊΙ+''·+'11⅛the number of prime roots of variables being depressed from three to two; and consequently that proposed function was not irreducible in the sense which has been already explained.[6]. From the foregoing properties of irrational and irreducible functions, it follows easily that if any one value of any such function Um∖ corresponding to any one system of values of the radicals on which it depends, be equal to any one root of any equation of the form
xs + A1xs~1 + ...+As~1x + As = O,in which the coefficients A1,...,As are any rational functions of the n original quantities 

a1, ...,an', in such a manner that for some one system of values of the radicals a'1, &c., the equation + 2f1δ<,nji-1+ ... +2ls = 0is satisfied: then the same equation must be satisfied, also, for all systems of values of those radicals, consistent with their equations of definition. It is an immediate consequence of this result, that all the values of the function which has already been denoted by the symbol Z⅛> „w must represent roots of the same equation of the <sth degree ; and the same principles
'1 ,∙∙∙,7w(w)show that all these values of bffth must be unequal among themselves, and therefore must represent so many different roots x1,x2,... of the same equation x8 + &c. = 0, if every index or exponent be restricted, as before, to denote either zero or some positive integer number less than the corresponding exponent α⅛mh for if, with this restriction, any two of the values of could be supposed equal, an equation of condition between the radicals a(™\ &c.would arise, which would be inconsistent with the supposed irreducibility of the function &(m).For example, having found that the cubic equation

x3 + α1aj2 + a2x + α3 = 0is satisfied by the irrational and irreducible function b" above assigned, we can infer that the same equation is satisfied by all the three values δθ, bnl, b2 of the function bγ* ; and that these three values must be all unequal among themselves, so that they must represent some three unequal roots x1, x2, x3, and consequently all the three roots of the cubic equation proposed.[7]. Combining the result of the last article with that which was before obtained respecting the isolating of a term of a development, we see that if any root x of any proposed equation, of any degree s, in which the <s coefficients A1, ...,As are still supposed to be rational functions of the n original quantities α1,...,an, can be expressed as an irrational and irreducible function 
b{m) of those original quantities; and if that function b(m) be developed under the form above assigned; then every term of this development may be expressed as a rational (andindeed linear) function of some or all the <s roots z1,aj2, ∙∙∙>⅞ of the same proposed equation.For example, when we have found that a root x of the cubic equation 

x3 + α1ir2 + a2x + a3 = 0can be represented by the irrational and irreducible function already mentioned, 
x = b" = b' + b{a'i + b2a'i2 = t,' +1'; +12,
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528 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS (in which b'1= 1,) we can express the separate terms of this last development as follows,⅛ = ⅞ = ⅜(∙κι ^f x2 ^f^ a⅛)>i" = b'1 α" = ⅜(a^1 +ρ^^1aj2+ρ3-a⅜),i2 = 62≤2 = ⅜(λ!1 +∕⅛¾ + ∕⅛ 4a⅛)jnamely, by changing δθ, b"γ, b2 to rr1, x2, x3 in the expressions found before for iθ, t,[, t2.In like manner, when a root x of the biquadratic equation
xi + α1ar3 + a2x2 + a3x + α4 = 0 is represented by the irrational function^ = δw = ⅞o + δi%< + δ"1α'" + δ"1<α- = C,o + Co + ⅛ι + Cι5in which δ" θ = δ" 1= 1, we easily derive, from results obtained before, (by merely changing δθ θ, ⅜,ι> ^ι,o> ^iji to x1, x2, x3, x4,) the following expressions for the four separate terms of this development: ’ ‰ = ‰=i(x1 + ¾+¾+¾),

L, 0 = &1, 0 al = ⅛(*¾ ^b **'2 *^3 ∙^4) ’^0,1 = ⅛,li⅞ = ⅛(ah ∙^2 ^b x3 ^4)j C1 = δι, 1 al a2 =l(xl~x2~x3+x^

x1, x2, x3, xi being some four unequal roots, and therefore all the four roots of the proposed biquadratic equation.And when that equation has a root represented in this other way, which also has been already indicated, and in which b™ = 1,z _ ⅛1 V ^∑∕'1 + ,,«■ + ,,ιv + ft∙ ,,ιv „ ,ιv + ,ι v.
then each of the two terms of this last development may be separately expressed as follows,⅛v = δι = ⅛0⅝ + a½), i{v = δ4 α}v = ⅛(αi - '*2),
x1 and x2 being some two unequal roots of the same biquadratic equation.A still more simple example is supplied by the quadratic equation,iκ2 + α1ic + α2 = θjfor when we represent a root x of this equation as follows,

%=br=--~+a'1=t0+t[,we have the following well-known expressions for the two terms t,0, t,1, as rational and linear functions of the roots x1, x2,

t0 = 2 = ⅜(∙κι ^f χ2), t1 = a1 = ⅜(a⅛ — x2).In these examples, the radicals of highest order, namely, a,1 in b,, an1 in b", a'[ and a"2 in b'", and up in δlv, have all had the coefficients of their first powers equal to unity; and consequently
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 529have been themselves expressed as rational (though unsymmetric) functions of the roots of that equation in x, which the function satisfies; namely,0i = ⅛(a⅛-*2)>α'i = ⅛O*h+P3a½+P3⅞)>
a2 = ⅛(x1-x2 + X3-X4),«ÏV = ⅜(x1-x2)∙,the first expression being connected with the general quadratic, the second with the general cubic, and the three last with the general biquadratic equation. We shall soon see that all these results are included in one more general.[8]. To illustrate, by a preliminary example, the reasonings to which we are next to proceed, let it be supposed that any two of the terms are of the forms«2,1,3,4 = ¾l,3,4≤2≤α33α^ and ⅞ lj 2,3 = ¾1,2,3 ≤ ≤ ¾2 αι3,in which the radicals are defined by equations such as the following≤3=Λ, ≤3=Λ> <⅛δ=√3, <5=Λ',their exponents α*, α2, α3∖ o⅛ being respectively equal to the numbers 3, 3, 5, 5. We shall thenhave, by raising the two terms £" to suitable powers, and attending to the equations ofdefinition, the following expressions:

∕"10 _A'1O ∕,'6 f'3f'G f '8π"2n". 
t2,1,3,4 - 02,1,3,4 J 1 J 2 J 3 J 4 al a2>

≠"10 -A'40 f'3f'3f'if'Gn"n''.
11.1.2.3- ol,l,2,3 Jl J2 J3 J 4 αlu'2>
√"6 -λ'6 f'if'2f'3f'^ln"3n"i.
12.1.3.4- 02,l,3,4 Jl √2 J3 √4 u3 '1 J

f"6 -h'β f'2f'2f'2f'3π"2π"3.
fl,l,2,3~ 0l,l,2,3 Jl J2 J3 J4 α3 α4 >which give T[ = C'1a'[, T'' = C'2a'', T'' = C'3an3, T'' = ⅛a,',if we put, for abridgment,

∕p"-≠"10 /" — 10 . SΙ, — Z∕10 Az-10 f'3f'2f<2.
1 1 — t2, l,3,4fl,l,2,3» lΙ - υ2,1,3,4wl,l,2,3√l J3 J 4 J

φ"-≠"-10 √"20 . ÇV _A/-10 ∕1'20 f'3f'2f-'i.
1 2 - f2,l,3,4fl,l, 2,3’ °2 - υ2,1,3,4 αl, 1,2,3√2 J3 Jï >

rjvi_+«18 /" — 24 . n, — λ'18 I√-24 f'ït'—2f'.
-z 3 ~12,1,3,4tl, 1,2,3> °3 ~ υ2,1,3,4 υl, 1,2,3Jl J2 J3>

m _/"-12 ∕"18 . P'-7∕-12 ∕1'18 f'-2f'2f'
-i 4-i2,l,3,41Ι,l,2,3> c4 - υ2,1,3,4 υl, 1,2,3 Jl J 2 J 4∙And, with a little attention, it becomes clear that the same sort of process may be applied tothe terms tffi!l, of the development of any irreducible function &(w); so that we have, in general,a system of relations, such as the following:T⅛) = C<1m-1>4∞>i ¾=<¾'>α‰in which Tifl', is the product of certain powers (with exponents positive, or negative, or null) of the various terms i¾ ; and the coefficient C⅞m^1¼s different from zero, but is of an order lower than m. For if any radical of the order m were supposed to be so inextricably connected, in every term, with one or more of the remaining radicals of the same highest order, that it

34 Η & I
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530 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONScould not be disentangled from them by a process of the foregoing kind; and that thus the foregoing analysis of the function should be unable to conduct to separate expressions for those radicals; it would then, reciprocally, have been unnecessary to calculate them separately, in effecting the synthesis of that function; which function, consequently, would not be irreducible. If, for example, the exponents αi1m> and a(2w), which enter into the equations of definition of the radicals a^ and α2n∖ should both be = 3, so that those radicals should both be cube-roots of functions of lower orders; and if these two cube-roots should enter only by their product, so that no analysis of the foregoing kind could obtain them otherwise than in connexion, and under the form C^n~^^a^a^∙, it would then have been sufficient, in effecting the synthesis of 
b{m\ to have calculated only the cube-root of the product =∕×m~1∖ insteadof calculating separately the cube-roots of its two factors, <⅛w>3=∕{wi-1∖ and a^3==f⅛n~1∖ the number of extractions of prime roots of variables might, therefore, have been diminished in the calculation of the function &(w), which would be inconsistent with the irreducibility of that function.In the cases of the irreducible functions b,, b", b,", διv, which have been above assigned, as representing roots of the general quadratic, cubic, and biquadratic equations, the theorem of the present article is seen at once to hold good; because in these the radicals of highest order are themselves terms of the developments in question, the coefficients of their first powers being already equal to unity. Thus in the development of b,, we have a,1 = t,1', in b", we have 
ar[ = ty∙, in b,", we have αi"=⅛"0> and α2 = C,ιi and in bly, we have αjv = ifv.[9]. By raising to the proper powers the general expressions of the form
we obtain a system of equations of this other form

yι(wι)α*∙mi _ Qi(m-l')a<Sn'>j,(m-l') =fXm—Î)

fim~ιj being some new irrational function, of an order lower than m; and by combining the same expressions with those which define the various terms fifth, , the number of which terms we shall denote by the symbol fim∖ we obtain another system of £(wl) equations, of which the following is a type, , ,,,m,1,ty1w>,...,Λ7m> - p{m'> -Α,if we put, for abridgment,
¾". = ⅞">,... ■ 2V,^λ^,∙ ∙ ∙ Γ⅛∕∙s>,and ⅛%71>. = 6⅛1' .Ci-ι>-Λ*∖..C⅛∕>-⅛⅛>^In this manner we obtain in general n(m) + equations, in each of which the product of certain powers, (with positive, negative, or null exponents,) of the terms of the development of the irrational function is equated to some other irrational function,or of an orderlower than m. Indeed, it is to be observed, that since these various equations are obtained by an elimination of the radicals of highest order, between their n(TO) equations of definition and the expressions for the terms of the development of b(m\ they cannot be equivalent to more than distinct relations. But, among them, they must involve explicitly all the radicals of lower orders, which enter into the composition of the irreducible function ttm∖ For if any radical a⅛∖ of order lower than m, were wanting in all the n(Wi) + functions of the formsand
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 531we might then employ instead of the old system of radicals c⅛wι>, ... of the order m, a new and equally numerous system of radicals afm∖ ... according to the following type,
α>) = y(m) = f∕rn-l).iand might then express all the i<wι> terms of ttm∖ by means of these new radicals, according to the formula ( ) s⅛'(m-i) αWιw α'Wi⅛>which would not involve the radical at®; so that in this way the number of extractions of prime roots of variables might be diminished, which would be inconsistent with the irreducibility of Um∖The results of the present article may be exemplified in the case of any one of the functions 

b', b'', b",, διv, which have already been considered. Thus, in the case of the function b", which represents a root of the general cubic equation, we haveo;=i, ⅞=+, t⅞=⅛ς+and the + i(m) =1 + 3 = 4 following relations hold good :
≠"3-∕∙' t"— h' Λ-b, t"t"~2-b,∙ t1 -J1, i0-υ0, i-υ1, ι>2i,ι — m2jof which indeed the third is identically true, and the second does not involve a'1, because

b'0= — hut both the first and fourth of these relations involve that radical a'1, because 3
f'1≈c1 + a'1, and b'2 =

tz2[10]. Since each of the i(wl) terms of the development of &(m) can be expressed as a rational 
function of the s roots x1, ...,xs of that equation of the sth degree which b(m) is supposed to satisfy; it follows that every rational function of these t(m) terms must be likewise a rational function of those <s roots, and must admit, as such, of some finite number r of values, corresponding to all possible changes of arrangement of the same s roots among themselves. The same term or function must, for the same reason, be itself a root of an equation of the rth degree, of which the coefficients are symmetrical functions of the s roots, x1, ...,xs, and therefore are rational functions of the s coefficient A1,...,As, and ultimately of the n original quantities a1, ...,an", while the r — 1 other roots of this new equation are the r — 1 other values of the same function of x1,...,xs, corresponding to the changes of arrangement just now mentioned. Hence, every one of the + functions and , and therefore alsoevery one of the + i(wi) functions and , to which they are respectively equal, andwhich have been shown to contain, among them, all the radicals of orders lower than m, must be a root of some such new equation, although the degree r will not in general be the same for all. Treating these new equations and functions, and the radicals of the order m— 1, as the equation rcs+<fec. = 0, the function &(m), and the radicals of the order m have been already treated; we obtain a new system of relations, analogous to those already found, and capable of being thus denoted:

/U(m-1)_ p(m-2)o(m-l). rp(m-l) afim~v _ f∖m-2). TT(m-l)j-i —vyi u,i j -l x Ji ■> '-, β(m-v∣ t+fm~1∖...-And so proceeding, we come at last to a system of the form,T'=C1α', ..., 7τ^ = C,n⅛
34-2
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532 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSin which the coefficient Ci is different from zero, and is a rational function of the n original quantities a1,...,an∖ while T'i is a rational function of the s roots x1, ...,xs of that equation of the sth degree in x which it has been supposed that satisfies. We have therefore the expression
a'. ——f ∙q 9which enables us to consider every radical a'i, of the first order, as a rational function F'i of the 

s roots x1,..., xs, and of the n original quantities a1,..., an : so that we may write
a>i = F,i(x1,...,x8, a1,...,an).But before arriving at the last mentioned system of relations, another system of the form 
T'' = C'1a'[, ..., 7ζ'=C⅜must have been found, in which the coefficient C'i is different from zero, and is a rational function of a'1, ...,a'l~ and of a1, ...,an, while T'i is a rational function of x1, ...,xs; we have therefore the expression rr,r

vvτ Qf 9and we see that every radical of the second order also is equal to a rational function of 
x1, ...,xs and of a1,..., an: so that we may write

a"i≈Fni{x1,...,xs, a1,...,an).And re-ascending thus, through orders higher and higher, we find, finally, by similar reasonings, that every one of the nf + n" +... + nw +... +n(m) radicals which enter into the composition of the irrational and irreducible function 6(m), such as the radical a%∖ must be expressible as a rational function F^ of the roots x1, ...,xs, and of the original quantities 
a1,...,an: so that we have a complete system of expressions, for all these radicals, which are included in the general formula

a(k) = ...,χs, a1,...,an).Thus, in the case of the cubic equation and the function b',, when we have arrived at the relation t"3=f,in which t,i = ⅜(x1+P3χ2 + P3χ3^ and fι≈cι + aι>we find that the rational function ^ι3 = ^(Xχ + P3χ2 ^f^ P3χ3)3admits only of two different values, in whatever way the arrangement of the three roots 
x1, x2, x3 may be changed ; it must therefore be itself a root of a quadratic equation, in which the coefficients are symmetric functions of those three roots, and consequently rational functions of α1,α2,α3j namely, the equation

o = (^"3)2 - J7{(z1+pi x2+p3 x3)3 + (a⅛+pi x3+p3 x2)3} (f'3)
+ 729(^1 + P3X2 + P3¾)3 (^1 + P3X3 + Ps¾)3

(
/72 __  Qzy ∖ 3

The same quadratic equation must therefore be satisfied when we substitute for t*13 the function 
c1 + a,1 to which it is equal, and in which a,1 is a square root; it must therefore be satisfied by
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 533
both values of the function c1±a[, because the radical a'1 must be subject to no condition except that by which its square is determined; therefore, this radical a'1 must be equal to the semi- difference of two unequal roots of the same quadratic equation; that is, to the semi-difference of the two values of the rational function t'{3', which semi-difference is itself a rational function 
ofx1, x2, x3, namely,

a'ι = ⅛{(aα + Plx2 + ft⅞)3 - (*ι + Pl⅞+∕⅞¾)2}= ι⅛(P3 -∕>3) (au - *2) (*ι - ⅝) (⅜ - ⅝) = ‰ xk ⅝)∙The same conclusion would have been obtained, though in a somewhat less simple way, if we had employed the relation f'f'-2 = b,in which '⅛ = ⅛
{xl+plx2+Pixf} c2[11]. In general, let p be the number of values which the rational function F^ can receive, by altering in all possible ways the arrangement of the s roots x1, ...,xs, these roots being still treated as arbitrary and independent quantities, (so that p is equal either to the product 1.2.3 ... s, or to some submultiple of that product) ; we shall then have an identical equation of the form jfW + + _ + Dp~1F<P + Dp = 0,in which the coefficients D1, ...,Dp are rational functions of a1, ...,an∙, and therefore at least 

one value of the radical c⅛fc> must satisfy the equation
a(k)P + 2)ι afyp~1 +... + Dp~1 aff} +Dp = Q.But in order to do this, it is necessary, for reasons already explained, that all the values of the same radical a(f \ obtained by multiplying itself and all its subordinate radicals of the same functional system by any powers of the corresponding roots of unity, should satisfy the same equation; and therefore that the number q of these values of the radical a(f} should not exceed the degree p of that equation, or the number of the values of the rational function F(f\Again, since we have denoted by q the number of values of the radical, we must suppose that it satisfies identically an equation of the form
aWq + E1 aW~x +... + Eq~1 a<V + Eq = 0,the coefficients E1, ...,Eq being rational functions of a1, ...,an; and therefore that at least one value of the function Ftf', satisfies the equation

F<Vq + E1.F^q~1 + ... + Eq~1. F<V + Eq = 0.Suppose now that the ,s roots x1, ...,xs of the original equation in x,

xs + A1xs~1 + ... + As~1x + As = 0,are really unconnected by any relation among themselves, a supposition which requires that s should not be greater than n, since A1, ...,As are rational functions of a1,..., an', suppose also that a1, ...,an can be expressed, reciprocally, as rational functions of A1, ...,As, a supposition which requires, reciprocally, that n should not be greater than s, because the original quantities 
a1, ...,an are, in this whole discussion, considered as independent of each other. With these suppositions, which involve the equality s = n, we may consider the n quantities α1, ...,an, and therefore also the q coefficients E1,..., Eq, as being symmetric functions of the n roots aq,..., xn of the equation χn + A1χ^-ι +... + An~1x+ An = 0;
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534 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSwe may also consider FfF, as being a rational but unsymmetric function of the same n arbitrary roots, so that we may write α.(.fc) — J∖fc)(χ χyand since the truth of the equationF<fc>3 + E1F<W~1 + ...+Eq = 0must depend only on the forms of the functions, and not on the values of the quantities which it involves, (those values being altogether arbitrary,) we may alter in any manner the arrangement of these n arbitrary quantities x1, ...,xn, and the equation must still hold good. But by such changes of arrangement, the symmetric coefficients E1, ...,Eq remain unchanged, while the rational but unsymmetric function Fφ takes, in succession, all those p values of which it was before supposed to be capable; these p unequal values therefore must all be roots of the same equation of the çth degree, and consequently q must not be less than p. And since it has been shown that the former of these two last mentioned numbers must not exceed the latter, it follows that they must be equal to each other, so that we have the relation
that is, the radical afc^ and the rational function Fψl must be exactly coextensive in multiplicity 
of value.For example, when, in considering the irreducible irrational expression b" for a root of the general cubic, we are conducted to the relation assigned in the last article,ttι = F 1(x1, x2, x3) = ⅛(∕3∣—ρ3) (x1 — x2) (ah - χf) (^2- χ3) ’ we can then at pleasure infer, either that the radical a'1 must admit (as a radical) of two and only two values, if we have previously perceived that the rational function F'1 admits (as a rational function) of two values, and only two, corresponding to changes of arrangement of the three roots x1, x2, x3, namely, the two following values, which differ by their signs,± ⅛(∕>2 -∕>3) (ah - *2) (*ι - ⅝) (⅞ - ⅝) ;or else we may infer that the function F'1 admits thus of two values and two only, for all changes of arrangement of x1, x2, x3, if we have perceived that the radical a'1 (as being given by its square, a'2=fi = c2_^which square is rational,) admits, itself, of the two values + a'1 which differ in their signs.[12]. The conditions assumed in the last article are all fulfilled, when we suppose the coefficients A1 &c. to coincide with the n original quantities α1, &c., that is, when we return to the equation originally proposed;+ α1xw~1 ÷ ... + an~1x + an = 0,which is the general equation of the nth degree: so that we have, for any radical aff∖ which enters into the composition of any irrational and irreducible function representing any root of any such equation, an expression of the formα^ = F⅛1,...,xn)5the radical and the rational function being coextensive in multiplicity of value. We are, therefore, conducted thus to the following important theorem, to which Abel first was led, by reasonings somewhat different from the foregoing: namely, that ‘if a root x of the general equation of any particular degree n can be expressed as an irreducible irrational function ⅛(m) θf ⅛jlθ n arbitrary coefficients of that equation, then every radical afh∖ which enters into
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 535the composition of that function ttm∖ must admit of being expressed as a rational, though unsymmetric function FW of the n arbitrary roots of the same general equation; and this rational but unsymmetric function Fψ, must admit of receiving exactly the same variety of values, through changes of arrangement of the n roots on which it depends, as that which the radical aψ, can receive, through multiplications of itself and of all its subordinate functional radicals by any powers of the corresponding roots of unity.’Examples of the truth of this theorem have already been given, by anticipation, in the seventh and tenth articles of this Essay; to which we may add, that the radicals a'[ and a'r, in the expressions given above for a root of the general biquadratic, admit of being thus expressed:αι = ⅛{(^ι + ⅝ - ⅝ - z4)2+Pl(xr - ^2 + ⅞ - ¾)2 + ∕⅛(ah - ⅝ - ⅝ + ^4)2}
~ ι⅛{*^ι*^2 ^b¾¾ ~f^P3(∙^χ¾ ÷ ∙^2^4) "b^f^ ∙⅛⅞)! )«1 = 3^Kβ{∙^l∙^2 d^ + ∕⅞(3'i^'3 ^b ^2^4) d^∕⅞(3'i∙*'4 ^^f^ ¾⅞)}3- 3⅛eKa⅛ + ¾+∕‰⅜ + Vs) +P3(^1⅝ + ¾)}3
= T⅛2 (^3 - ∕53) (a7l - x2) (X1 ~ a⅛) (∙rl - x4) (X2 ~ x3) (a"2 - x4) (X3 ~ x½) ∙But before we proceed to apply this theorem to prove, in a manner similar to that of Abel, the impossibility of obtaining any finite expression, irrational and irreducible, for a root of the general equation of the fifth degree, it will be instructive to apply it, in a new way, (according to the announcement made in the second article,) to equations of lower degrees; so as to draw, from those lower equations, a class of illustrations quite different from those which have been heretofore adduced: namely, by showing, à priori, with the help of the same general theorem, that no new finite function, irrational and irreducible, can be found, essentially distinct in its radicals from those which have long since been discovered, for expressing any root of any such lower but general equation, quadratic, cubic, or biquadratic, in terms of the coefficients of that equation.[13]. Beginning then with the general quadratic,

ic2 + α1ic + α2 = θ,let us endeavour to investigate, à priori, with the help of the foregoing theorem, all possible forms of irrational and irreducible functions Wrn∖ which can express a root x of this quadratic, in terms of the two arbitrary coefficients a1, a2, so as to satisfy identically, or independently of the values of those two coefficients, the equation0<wι>a + α1δ<m> + α2 = 0.The two roots of the proposed quadratic being denoted by the symbols x1 and x2, we know that the two coefficients a1 and a2 are equal to the following symmetric functions,∖ cq = (Xι~i~x2), cι2 = Xγ χ2 ;we cannot therefore suppose either root to be a rational function δ of these coefficients, because an unsymmetric function of two arbitrary quantities cannot be equal to a symmetric function of the same; and consequently we must suppose that the exponent m of the order of the sought function is greater than 0. The expression ó(łn) for x must therefore involve at least one radical a,1, which must itself admit of being expressed as a rational but unsymmetric function of the two roots x1, x2, f-τ"t ∖
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536 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSand of which some prime power can be expressed as a rational function of the two coefficients"1,β* ⅛i=Λ⅛⅞),the exponent a'1 being equal to the number of the values F1(^1,¾), -^'ι(a'2> æl)’of the unsymmetric function F,1, and consequently being = 2; so that the radical a,1 must be a square root, and must have two values differing in sign, which may be thus expressed:+ < = J∖(z1,z2), -a,1 = F'1(x2,x1).But, in general, whatever rational function may be denoted by F, the quotients
F(x1,x2) + F(x2,x1) nl F(x1,x2)-F(x2,x1)^' 2 ' _ 2(ir1-ic2)are some symmetric functions, a and b; so that we may put generally F(z1, x2) = a + b(x1 - x2), F(x2, x1) = a- b(x1 - x2) ;therefore, since we have, at present,F 1(∙^2> ∙U)= ι(aτuthe function F,1 must be of the formF‰,a½) = δ(x1-a½),the multiplier b being symmetric. At the same time, αi = δ(a⅛-a⅛),and therefore the function ∕1 is of the form∕1(αi, α2) = a[2 = b2(x1 - x2)2 = b2{a2 - 4a2),

so that the radical a,1 may be thus expressed,
a{= <Jb2(al-4a2),in which, b is some rational function of the coefficients a1, a2. No other radical a'2 of the first order can enter into the sought irreducible expression for x; because the same reasoning would show that any such new radical ought to be reducible to the form

a2 = c(x1-x2) = ^a,1,

c being some new symmetric function of the roots, and consequently some new rational function of the coefficients; so that, after calculating the radical a,1, it would be unnecessary to effect any new extraction of prime roots for the purpose of calculating a2, which latter radical would therefore be superfluous. Nor can any radical a,[ of higher order enter, because such radical would have 2α* values, ocf[ being greater than 1, while any rational function F,[, of two arbitrary quantities x1, x2, can receive only two values, through any changes of their arrangement. The exponent m, of the order of the sought irreducible function Um∖ must therefore be = 1, and this function itself must be of the form b, = b +b a’

b0 and b1 being rational functions of a1, a2, or symmetric functions of the two roots x1, x2, which roots must admit of being separately expressed as follows:
x1 = b0 + b1a,1, x2 = b0-b1a,1,
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 537
if any expression of the sought kind can be found for either of them. It is, therefore, necessary and sufficient for the existence of such an expression, that the two following quantities,r a⅛ + a⅛ a ^1-z2 i,°"~2-j bl~ 2a'1 ’should admit of being expressed as rational functions of a1, a2; and this condition is satisfied, since the foregoing relations give ,6o=-⅞. ⅛ = Γ6∙We find, therefore, as the sought irrational and irreducible expression, and as the only possible expression of that kind, (or at least as one with which all others must essentially coincide,) for a root x of the general quadratic, the following:x = 6'= -⅛ + ∑√02(α2-4α2).
b still denoting any arbitrary rational function of the two arbitrary coefficients α1, α2, or any numerical constant, (such as the number ∣, which was the value of this quantity b in the formulae of the preceding articles,) and the two separate roots x1, x2, being obtained by taking separately the two signs of the radical. And this we see à priori, that every method, for calculating a root x of the general quadratic equation as a function of the two coefficients, by any 
finite number of additions, subtractions, multiplications, divisions, elevations to powers, and extractions of prime radicals, (these last extractions being supposed to be reduced to the smallest possible number,) must involve the extraction of some one square-root of the form α^= √δ2(α∣-4α2),and must not involve the extraction of any other radical. But this square-root a,1 is not essentially distinct from that which is usually assigned for the solution of the general quadratic : it is therefore impossible to discover any new irrational expression, finite and irreducible, for a root of that general quadratic, essentially distinct from the expressions which have long been known: and the only possible difference between the extractions of radicals which are required in any two methods of solution, if neither method require any superfluous extraction, is that these methods may introduce different square factors into the expressions of that quantity or function ∕1, of which, in each, the square root a[ is to be calculated.[14]. Proceeding to the general cubic,

x3 + a1x2 + a2x + a3 = 0,we know, first, that the three coefficients are symmetric functions of the three roots, 
aj — (∙^ι ^t^ *^2 -f j ^2 — X1 ^2 ∙^3 -t- ∙⅜∙⅜> ®3 *^1 *^"2 *^3’so that we cannot express any one of these three arbitrary roots x1, x2, x3, as a rational function

b of the three coefficients a1, a2, a2, we must therefore inquire whether it can be expressed asan irrational function involving at least one radical a,1 of the first order, which is to satisfythe two conditions, ∕√ √∙ ∕ ∖«1 1 =Λ(αι>¾>i⅞)>and a·^ —F y(x-y,x2,xf)',the functions f1 and F,1 being rational, and the prime exponent a∕1 being either 2 or 3, because it is to be equal to the number of values of the rational function F,1, obtained by changing in
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538 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSall possible ways the arrangement of the three roots x1, x2, x3, and therefore must be a divisor of the product 1.2.3 = 6.Now by the properties of rational functions of three variables, (of which an investigation shall soon be given, but which it is convenient merely to enunciate here, that the course of the main argument may not be too much interrupted,) no three-valued function of three arbitrary quantities x1, x2, x3, can have a symmetric cube; and the only two-valued functions, which have symmetric squares, are of the formδ(a⅛-α2) (¾-a⅛) (x2-x3),
b being a symmetric but otherwise arbitrary multiplier. We must therefore suppose, that the radical a'1 is a square-root, and that it may be thus expressed:ίϊχ —11 i(λ<i> a⅛ *⅞)= b(x± x2) (aq x3) (aq 2⅛)= √{δ2(^ι - ¾)2 (*ι - ⅞)2 (^2 - ⅝)2}= λ∕{δ2(α∣α∣- 4afa3- 4a%+ 18a1a2a3 - 27a3)j = √- 108δ2(c2-c∣j,
b being here rational with respect to a1, a2, a3, as also are c1 and c2, which last have the same meanings here as in the second article; so that the function f1 is of the form,∕1(α1, a2, a3) = - 108δ2(c∣ - c∣).No other radical of the first order, a2, can enter into the sought irreducible expression 0(m); because the same reasoning would give

d2 = c(aq x2) (aq x3) (x2 x3) = cq,c being rational with respect to a1, a2, a3, so that the radical a'2 would be superfluous. On the other hand, no expression of the form δo + 01Uj can represent the three-valued function χ ∙, we must therefore suppose that if the sought expression exist at all, it is, at lowest, of the second order, and involves at least one radical a'[, such thatα'iαi=(Λ = )⅞ + MLand dγ = F j(aq, x2, a⅛) ;the rational function F'i admitting of 2α'( values, and consequently the exponent α'( being = 3, (since it cannot be = 2, because no function of three variables has exactly four values,) so that we must suppose the radical d"1 to be a cube-root, of the formα" = ∖∕zδθ + δ1α',δ0 and b1 being rational with respect to α1, d2, d3. But in order that a six-valued rational function Fj, of three arbitrary quantities x1, x2, x3, should have a two-valued cube, it must be of the form χ^ = (x1+ρ⅛x2+ρ3x3∖,in which p3 and p1 are symmetric, d,1 has the form recently assigned, and p3 is a root of the numerical equation p2+p + 1 — 0,we must therefore suppose that≤ = (i>o + Pi aι ) (*ι+PÏ ¾+P3 ⅝) >and δo + b1 d,1 = 27(p0+p1 d,1 )3 Jc1 + ⅛(pl - p3) aξ J,
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 539c1 retaining here its recent meaning; so that the radical ax may be considered as the cube-root of this last expression. If any other radical a2 of the second order could enter into the composition of Wm∖ it ought, for the same reasons, to be either of the form≤ = (7o + 3i αi) (^x + PÏ x2 + Ps ⅝) > or else of the form a2 = (q0 + q1 a,1) (x1 + p3x2 + pix3),

p3 being here the same root of the numerical equation pi + p3 + 1 = 0, as in the expression for ax ; we should therefore have either the relation2 JPo+JPι⅛ 15or else the relation α" = 9⅞⅛o+Pιgι) ⅛o + ⅞ι⅜)2 ≤ ’
c2 retaining its recent meaning; so that in each case it would be superfluous to perform any new extraction of a cube-root or other radical in order to calculate a2, after a,1 and a"i had been calculated; and consequently no such other radical a2 of the second order can enter into the composition of the irreducible function ttm∖ If then that function be itself of the second order, it must be capable of being put under the formδ" = ⅜ + δjα'' + δ'<2, 
b'0, b,1, b2, being functions of the forms

⅜ = (⅜)o+ (⅜)ιαi> — (&i)o+(^i)ιαi> ¾ = (⅞)o+(¾)ιαi>in which the radicals a'1 and ax have the forms lately found, and (b'0)0, ...,(b2)1 are rational functions of a1, a2, a3. And on the same supposition, the three roots x1, x2, x3, of that equation must, in some arrangement or other, be represented by the three expressions,= &Ô = ⅜ + b'ι ⅛ + b'2 a'i2> xβ = bι = bo+Ps b'ι aι+Pl b2 «ï2> xγ≈b2 = b'0 +pi b'1 a"1 + ρ3 b2 axi,

p3 retaining here its recent value : which expressions reciprocally will be true, if the following relations,
⅜ = ⅜(⅞ + xβ + xy)> b'ι<⅛ = ⅜(⅞ +P2χβ +Psxγ), b2a'i2 = ⅛(⅞ +∕⅞ xβ+Pl⅜)>can be made to hold good, by any suitable arrangement of the roots xλ, xfi, xγ, and by any suitable selection of those rational functions of α1, a2, a3, which have hitherto been left undetermined. Now, for this purpose it is necessary and sufficient that the arrangement of the roots xx, xβ, xγ, should coincide with one or other of the three following arrangements, namely xx, x2, x3, or x2, x3, x1, or x3, x1, x2; the value of 3b[(p0 + p1ax) being, in the first case, unity; in the second case, p3; and, in the third case, p3; while, in every case, the value of b,'j is to be —, and that of b,1 b2(b0 + b1 a'1 ) is to be c2. All these suppositions are compatible with theconditions assigned before; nor is there any essential difference between the three cases of arrangement just now mentioned, since the passage from any one to any other may be made (as we have seen) by merely multiplying the coefficient b'1, which admits of an arbitrary multiplier, by an imaginary cube-root of unity. We have, therefore, the following irrational and irreducible expression for the root x of the general cubic, as a function of the second order,

x = b,,= ~ttl i α* 4.3c2⅛θ ⅛≤} ∙
3 3(p0+i>1αj) a'[
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540 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS in which it is to be remembered that
<3 = Wo+Pi O3 {ci + 1⅛(Z>3 - P3) ,

and that a'i2ι = — 108δ2(cf — cf);c1 and c2 having the determined values above referred to, namelyCχ= ⅛(2<z2 — 9<z1<z2 ^t 2 ∕u3), c2 = ⅛(a2 3u2),and ρ3 being an imaginary cube-root of unity, but b and p0, p1, being any arbitrary rational functions of a1, a2, a2, or even any arbitrary numeric constants; except that b must be different from 0, and that p0, p1 must not both together vanish. (In the formulae of the earlier articles of this essay, these three last quantities had the following particular values,
δ = ⅛(P3-∕>3)> Po = ⅛> 2>ι = θ∙)By substituting for the cubic radical a,[ the three unequal values a'[, p3a'[, p⅛a"l, in the general expression, just now found, for x, we obtain separate and unequal expressions for the three separate roots x1, x2, x2, these roots, and every rational function of them, may consequently be expressed as rational functions of the two radicals a,1 and a[; and therefore it is unnecessary and improper, in the present research, to introduce any other radical. But these two radicals 

a,1 and a"i are not essentially distinct from those which enter into the usual formulae for the solution of a cubic equation : it is therefore impossible to discover any new irrational expression, finite and irreducible, for a root of the general cubic, essentially distinct from those which have long been known; and the only possible difference, with respect to the extracting of radicals, between any two methods of solution which both are free from all superfluous extractions, consists in the introduction of different square factors into that quantity or function f1, of which, in each, the square root a,1 is to be calculated; or in the introduction of different cubic factors into that other quantity or function f,1, of which, in each method, it is requisite to calculate the cube-root a,[. It is proper, however, to remember the remarks which have been made, in a foregoing article, respecting the reducibility of a certain expression, involving two cubic radicals α'i and α2, which is not uncommonly assigned for a root of the cubic equation.[15]. But it is necessary to demonstrate some properties of rational functions of three variables, which have been employed in the foregoing investigation. And because it will be necessary to investigate afterwards some analogous properties of functions of four and five arbitrary quantities, it may be conducive to clearness and uniformity that we should begin with a few remarks respecting functions which involve two variables only.Let F{xa, Xβ) denote any arbitrary rational function of two arbitrary quantities x1, xz, arranged in either of their only two possible arrangements; so that the function F admits of the two following values
-r V<'l> ∙*⅛∕ dllU.which for conciseness may be thus denoted,(1,2) and (2,1).These different values of the proposed function F may also be considered as being themselves two different functions of the same two quantities x1 x2 taken in some determined order; and may, in this view, be denoted thus,
F1(x1,x2) and F2(x1,x2),
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 541or, more concisely, (1,2)1 and (l,2)a:they may also, on account of the mode in which they are formed from one common type 
F(xa,xβ), be said to be syntypical functions. For example, the two values,

ax1 + bx2 = ( 1,2) = F{x1, x2) = F1(x1, ar2) = ( 1,2)1, and ax2 + bx1 = (2,1 ) = F(a½, x1) = F2(aq, x2) = ( 1,2)a,of the function axa + bxβ, may be considered as being two different but syntypical functionsof the two variables x1 and x2. And again, in the same sense, the functions — and — are syntypical.Now although, in general, two such syntypical functions, F1 and F2, are unconnected by any relation among themselves, on account of the independence of the two arbitrary quantities 
x1 and x2; yet, for some particular forms of the original or typical function F1 they may become connected by some such relation, without any restriction being thereby imposed on those two arbitrary quantities. But all such relations may easily be investigated, with the help of the two general forms obtained in the thirteenth article, namely,

F1 = a + b(x1-x2), F2 = a-b(x1-x2),in which a and b are symmetric. For example, we see from these forms that the two syntypical functions F1 and F2 become equal, when they reduce themselves to the symmetric term or function a, but not in any other case; and that their squares are equal without their being equal themselves, if they are of the forms + b(x1-x2), but not otherwise. We see, too, that we cannot suppose F2=p3F1, without making a and b both vanish; and therefore that two syntypical functions of two arbitrary quantities cannot have equal cubes, if they be themselves unequal.[16]. After these preliminary remarks respecting functions of two variables, let us now pass to functions of three; and accordingly let F(xa, xβ, xy), or more concisely (a, β, γ), denote any arbitrary rational function of any three arbitrary and independent quantities x1, x2, x3, arranged in any arbitrary order. It is clear that this function F has in general six different values, namely, (ij2,3), (2,3,1), (3,1,2), (2,1,3), (3,2,1), (1,3,2),or, in a more developed notation,F(aq,a½,a⅛), ..., F(x1,x3,x2),corresponding to the six different possible arrangements of the three quantities on which it is supposed to depend; and that these six values of the function F may also be considered as six different but syntypical functions of the same three arbitrary quantities x1, x2, x3, taken in some determined order; which functions may be thus denoted,F1(aq,x2,a⅛), ..., F6(^1,a^2,x3), or, more concisely, (1,2,3)1, ..., (l,2,3)θ.For example, the six following values,
axx + bx2 + ca⅛ = ( 1,2,3) = F{x1, x2, x3), 
ax2 + bx3 + cx1= (2,3, l) = F(x2,x3,xfp 
ax3 + bx1 + cx2 = (3,1,2) = F{x3, aq, x2f 
ax2 + bx1 + cx3= (2, l,3) = F(ar2,ir1,iκ3), 
ax3 + bx2 + cx1 = (3,2, l) = F(x3,x2,xfp 
axr + bx3 + cx2 = ( 1,3,2) = F(x1, x3, x2),
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542 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSof the original or typical function
axa + bxβ + cxγ = F(xλ, xβ, xγ),may be considered as being six syntypical functions, F1, F2, F3, F±, F5, F6, of the three quantities 

x1, x2, x3. Such also are the six following,
∕y∙ zy∙ zy∙ zy» zv∙ ∕-p*Λ∕1 *Λ√9 ∙Λ∕Q *Λzλ *Λ√Q vV-∣--- ∣∙⅞ I~ah> ---- t^X%,----- 1^2⅛5----l~X1,-----zy» zy» ^l zy» fci zy» m zy∙ j- zy» 4j*a√2 *^z3 *^zl *^y2 *^z3

Λzwhich are the values of the function ~ + xv.xβ γNow, in general, six such syntypical functions of three arbitrary quantities are all unequal among themselves; nor can any ratio or other relation between them be assigned, (except that very relation which constitutes them syntypical,) so long as the form of the function F, although it has been supposed to be rational, remains otherwise entirely undetermined. But, for some particular forms of this original or typical function F{xa,xβ,xγ), relations may arise between the six syntypical functions F1, ...,F6, without any restriction being thereby imposed on the three arbitrary quantities x1,x2,.τ35 for example, the function F may be partially or wholly symmetric, and then the functions F1, ...,F6 will, some or all, be equal. And we are now to study the chief functional conditions, under which relations of this kind can arise. More precisely, we are to examine what are the conditions under which the number of the values of a rational function F of three variables, or of the square or cube of that function, can reduce itself below the number six, in consequence of two or more of the six syntypical functions 
F1, ...,F6, or of their squares or cubes, which are themselves syntypical, becoming equal to each other. And for this purpose we must first inquire into the conditions requisite in order that any two syntypical functions, or that any two values of F, may be equal.[17]. If any two such values be denoted by the symbolsJVαι,zzyι,zγι), and F(xa2,xβ2,xγ2),or, more concisely, by the following,

(αι>A>7ι) and (oι2,β2,γ2),it is clear that in passing from the one to the other, and therefore in passing from some onearrangement to some other of the three indices α, β, γ, (which inust themselves coincide, insome arrangement or other, with the numbers 1, 2, 3,) we must have changed some index,such as α, to some other, such as β, which must also have been changed, itself, either to α orto γ; this latter index γ remaining in the first case unaltered, but being changed to α in thesecond case. And, in whatever order the indices α1, β1, γ1 may have coincided with α, β, γ, itis obvious that the function r,, . ,
^(⅛⅜1,a>1) θr (αι,A>7ι)must coincide with the syntypical function

Fi(xa,xβ,xγ) or (a,β,γ)i,

for some suitable index i, belonging to the system 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; the equation 
(αι>A>7ι) = (α2>A>72)>is therefore equivalent to one or other of the two following, namely, either 1st, ... (<z,β,γ)i = (β,<z,γ)i,or 2nd,... (a,β,γ)i = (β,γ,a)i.
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 543In the first case, the function Fi is symmetric with respect to the two quantities xλ, xβ, andtherefore involves them only by involving their sum and product, which may be thusexpressed, 9xa+xβ=-ar-xy, xaXβ = a2 + ayxy + xiy,

a1 and α2 being symmetric functions of the three quantities x1, x2, x3, namely, the following, 
a1= - (x1 + x2 + x3), a2 = x1x2 + x1x3 + x2x3,so that if we put, for abridgment, α3 = — α1a⅛a⅛,the three quantities z1, x2, x3 will be the three roots of the cubic equation 

x3 + α1aj2 + a2x + a3 = 0.In this case, therefore, we may consider Fi as being a rational function of the root xy alone, which function will however involve, in general, the coefficients a1 and a2, and we may put, )=⅛>=⅝⅛>∙⅛).); f ,γ(≈7) M¾)∙υ(⅜)∙x(≈,)
φ, χ, and ψ~ denoting here some rational and whole functions of xy, which may however involverationally the coefficients of the foregoing cubic equation. And since it is unnecessary, onaccount of that equation, to retain in evidence the cube or any higher powers of x , we maywrite simply τ,. . τ „Λ(⅝> xβ, xy)=a + bxγ + cx3,

a, b, c being here symmetric functions of the three quantities x1, x2, x3: so that, in this case, the six syntypical functions, or values of the function F, reduce themselves to the three following 
a + bx1 + cxf, a + bx2 + cx∣, a + bx3 + cx3.Nor can these three reduce themselves to any smaller number, without their all becoming equal and symmetric, by the vanishing of b and c.In the second case, the form of Fi being such that(α,A7)i = (A7jα)ι,it must also be such that (/?, γ, <x)i = (γ,cx, β)i ;for the same reason we must have(A <×, γ)i = (a, γ, β)i = (γ, β, a,)i,so that the function changes when any two of the three indices are interchanged, but returns to its former value when any two are interchanged again; from which it results that the two following combinations(⅛AΛ+<A⅛A and ~ (a.AH~<M.y)i

{X0i-Xy){Xβ-Xy)remain unchanged, after all interchanges of the indices, and are therefore symmetric functions, such as 2a and 2b, of the three quantities x1, x2, x3: so that we may write
Fi(xa, Xβ, Xy) = (a, β, y)i = a + b(xa - χfi) (χa - χy) (xβ - χy) ;and consequently the six syntypical functions, or values of the function F, reduce themselves in this case to the two following,(z + b(x1 x2) (x1 x3) (x2 x3),
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544 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSin which a and b are symmetric. It is evident that any farther diminution of the number of values of F, conducts, in this case also, to the one-valued or symmetric function a.Combining the foregoing results, we see that if an unsymmetric rational function of three arbitrary quantities have fewer than six values, it must be reducible either to the two-valued f°rm α + δ(z1-z2)(x1-z3)(ic2-a⅛),or to the three-valued form a + bx + cx2.[18]. It is possible, however, that some analogous but different reduction may cause either—I. the square, or II. the cube of a function F of three variables, to have a smaller number of values than the function F itself. But, for this purpose, it is necessary that we should now have a relation of one or other of the two forms following, namely, eitherI. ... (α2,Λ5γ2)=-(αnA,7ι) or ∏∙ ∙∙∙ (o⅛A>72)=∕⅛(aι,A,7ι),(p3 denoting, as above, an imaginary cube root of unity,) instead of the old functional relation (α2,∕72,y2) = (α1,∕71,y1). And as we found ourselves permitted, before, to change that old relation to one or other of these two,1st, (/?, α, y)i = (<%,/?, y )f; 2nd, (^,γ,α)ι = (α,∕7,y)ij so are we now allowed to change the two new relations to the four following:I. l,...(∕7,α,y)i=-(α,∕7,y)i5 I. 2,... (∕7,y,α)i = - (α,^,γ)ijII. l,...(∕7,a,y)i=p3(a,∕7,y)ij II. 2,... {β,y,cc)i=p3{a,β,y)i',the relation (I.) admitting of being changed to one or other of the two marked (1.1) and (1.2); and the relation (II.) admitting, in like manner, of being changed either to (II. 1) or to (II. 2). But the relations (1.2) and (II. 1) conduct only to evanescent functions, because (1.2) gives (7, α, β)i = - (β, γ, a)i = + (a, β, γ)i, (a, β, γ)i = - (γ, a, β)i = - (a, β, γ)i,and (II. 1) gives (oc,β,y)i=p3(β,cc,y)i=pl{cc,β,y)pwe may therefore confine our attention to the other two relations. Of these, (1.1) requires (<x β y) ∙that the function , should not change its value when xa and xβ are interchanged, and
Xa. ~consequently, by what was shown above, that it should be reducible to the form a + bxy + cx2y, in this case, therefore, we have the expression,(a, β, γ)i = Fi{xa, xβ, xy) = {xa - xβ) (a + bxy + cx2y),the coefficients a, b, c, being symmetric functions of x1, x2, x3∙ Accordingly the square of this function Fi admits in general of three values only, while the function is itself in general sixvalued; because the square of the factor xa-xβ, but not that factor itself, can be expressed as a rational function of xy, and of the quantities α1, a2, a3, which are symmetric relatively to 

x1, x2,x3. It may even happen that the function itself shall have only two values, and that its square shall be symmetric, namely, by the factor a + bxγ + cxy being reducible to the form 
b(xa-xy) {Xβ-xy), in which the coefficient b is some new symmetric function; but the results of the last article enable us to see that the functions thus obtained, namely, those of the form 

δ(⅞ - xβ} K ~ xy} ⅛ ~ xγ),
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 545 or more simply of the form b{x1 — x2) {x1 — x3) (x2 — x3),are the only two-valued functions of three variables which have symmetric squares: they enable us also to see easily that the square of a three-valued function of three variables is always itself three-valued. It remains, then, only to consider the relations (II. 2); whichrequires that the function , n .(α>Ay)ιshould be of the two-valued form a + b(xa-xβ) (xx-xy) (xβ-xy)∙, because, if we denote it by 
φ(xn,Xo,xP), }ve have ., . ,, . ,. .and φ{xβ, xa, xy) = φ(xa, xγ, xβ) = φ(xy, xβ, xx) ;we have, therefore, in this case,(a,β,γ)i = Fi{xa,xβ,xy) = {a + b(xx-xβ) (τa-xy) (xβ-xy)} (xa +ρ⅛xβ + p3xy),

a and b being symmetric coefficients, which must not both together vanish; and accordingly we find, à posteriori, that whereas this function Fi has always itself six values, its cube has only two. The foregoing analysis shows at the same time, that if an unsymmetric function of three variables have fewer than six values, its cube cannot have fewer values than itself; and accordingly it is easy to see that the cubes of those two-valued and three-valued functions, which were assigned in the last article, are themselves two-valued and three-valued. In fact, the passage from any one to any other of the values of any such (two-valued or three-valued) function, may be performed by interchanging some two of the three quantities x1, x2, x3, and if such interchange could have the effect of multiplying the function by an imaginary cube-root of unity, p3, another interchange of the same two quantities would multiply again by the same factor p3, and therefore these two interchanges combined would multiply by p∣, which is a factor different from unity, although any two such successive interchanges of any two quantities xa, xβ, ought to make no change in the function. If, then, a rational function of three arbitrary quantities have a symmetric cube, it must be itself symmetric.The form of that six-valued function of three variables which has a two-valued cube, may also be thus deduced, from the functional relation (II. 2). Omitting for simplicity, the lower index i, which is not essential to the reasoning, we find, by that relation,
(/?, γ, cc) = p3(oi, β, y) ; (y, α, β) =ρl(oc, β, y) ;(γ, β, a) = p3(a, y, β) ; (β, a, γ) = p23(cc, γ,β);so that (a, β, y). (a, γ, β) = (β, γ, oc) {β, a, y) = (y, ct,β) (y, β, a) = e,this product e being some symmetric function; at the same time, the sum (a, β, y) + (a, y, β) is a three-valued function yx, which may be put under the form

yx = a + bxa + cx2,

a, b, and c being symmetric, and b and c being obliged not both to vanish. Attending therefore to that cubic equation of which xa, xβ, and xγ are the roots, we have
y a = a(2) + tt2∖κa + cWχ2,u(2), ό(2), and c(2) denoting here some symmetric functions, and c, c(2) being obliged not both to vanish; and consequently, by eliminating xx, we obtain an equation of the form(W2> — c6<2>) xx = cat®—ac^yx — cy2x,

35 H * I
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546 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSin which the coefficients of yai and y2a cannot both vanish, and in which therefore the coefficient of xα cannot vanish, because the three-valued function ya must not be a root of any equation with symmetric coefficients, below the third degree; we have therefore an expression of the form „*α=P + 3‰ + ⅛in which, p, q, r are symmetric, and q and r do not both vanish. But 
Va. = (a, β, y) + (a, y, β) = (a, β, γ) + >and the cube of (<x,β,γ) is a two-valued function; therefore

⅞ =P' + <Z‰ β, γ) + r'(α, β, y)2,the functions p', q', r' being either symmetric or two-valued, and consequently undergoing no change, when we pass successively from the first to the second, or from the second to the third, of the three functions (a, β, y), (/?, y, a), (y, a, β), by changing at each passage, zα to xβ, xβ to x , and xy to x0i∙, and we have seen that these three last-mentioned functions bear to each other the same ratios as the three cube-roots of unity, 1, p3, pf ; we have therefore
*β=P' + + r'pl(a, β, y)2, xy =p' + q'pl(a, β, y) + r>3(α, β, y)2;and thus, finally, the six-valued function which has a two-valued cube is found anew to be expressible as follows,

{cc, β, γ ) = — (xai + pi xβ+p3 xy) ;in which the coefficient is a two-valued function, of the form 
⅛, = a + b(x1 - x2) (x1 - x3) (x2 - x3),

a, b, denoting here some new symmetric functions.The theorems obtained incidentally in this last discussion supply us also with another mode of proving that the cube of a three-valued function of three arbitrary quantities must be itself three-valued: for if we should suppose yβ = P3ya, and consequently yyz=pzyβ=plyai, in which 
yai = a + bxai + cx2a, and b and c do not both vanish, we should then have relations of the forms¾=i> + g‰ + ∏∕L + + xγ=P + Wlya + rpzy⅛but these would require that we should have the equation
a condition which it is impossible to fulfil, because the first member has six values, and the second only three.[19]. The discussion of the forms of functions of four variables may now be conducted more briefly, than would have been consistent with clearness, if we had not already treated so fully of functions in which the number of the variables is less than four.Let x1, x2, x3, x4 be any four arbitrary quantities, or roots of the general biquadratic, 

x4 + α1ir3 + a2x2 + a2x + α4 = 0;and let F(x1,x2, x-i,xiβ, or, more concisely, (1,2,3, 4), denote any rational function of them. By altering the arrangement of these four roots, we shall in general obtain twenty-four different
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 547but syntypical functions; of which each, according to the analogy of the foregoing notation, may be denoted by any one of the four following symbols:(a,β, γ,δ) = F(xλ,xβ,xy,xs) = {l,2,3,4)ι = Fi(x1,x2,x3, xi).In passing from any one to any other of these twenty-four syntypical functions F1, ...,F2i, by a change of arrangement of the four roots, some one of these roots, such as the first in order, must be changed to some other, such as the second; and this second must at the same time be changed either to the first or to a different root, such as the third; while, in the former case, the third and fourth roots may either be interchanged among themselves or not; and, in the latter case, the third root may be changed either to the first or to the fourth. We have therefore four and only four distinct sorts of changes of arrangement, which may be typified by the passages from the function (a,,β,γ,δ) to the four following:I. ... (/?,α,γ,£); II....(/?,a, £,y); 111.... (β,γ,α,δ); IV.... (β,γ,δ,αβ, and may be denoted by the four characteristicsV1, V2, V3, V4;
a, b a, b a, b, c a,b,cor more fully by the following, V1, V2, V3 , V4 ;

a, bV1 implying, when prefixed to any function (a, β, γ, δ), that we are to interchange the αth and δth 
a, bof the roots on which it depends; V2, that we are to interchange among themselves, not only

a, b, cthe αth and δth, but also the cth and dth; V3 , that we are to change the αth to the δth, the δth to he cth, and the cth to the ath; namely, by putting that which had been δth in the place of that
a,b,cwhich had been αth, and so on; and finally V4 , that the αth is to be changed to the δth, the δth to the cth, the cth to the dth, and the dth to the ath: so that we have, in this notation,I. ... ∖!x(a,β,y,δ) = {β,a,γ,δγ,

11. ...‰,β,y,δ) = {β,ob,δ,y)∙,III. ...1V33(α,A7^) = (^7,α3)5IV. ... VJα,Aγ^) = (Λ75^α).The first sort of change may be called, altering in a simple binary cycle·, the second, in a double 
binary cycle·, the third, in a ternary, and the fourth, in a quaternary cycle. And every possible equation, {cc2,β2, γ2, tf2) = (α1,β1, γ1, δ1),between any two of the twenty-four syntypical functions Fi, may be denoted by one or other of the four following symbolic forms, in each of which the two members may be conceived to be prefixed to a function such as (α1,∕71,γ1,

a,b a,b a, b, c a,b,c1.. ..V1=15 Π....V2=lj III.... v3 =1; IV.... V4=I;or, without any loss of generality, by one of the four following, in each of which the two members are conceived to be prefixed to a function such as (oc,β, γ, δ)i∙.1,2 1,2 1,2,3 1,2,31.. ..V1=lj Π....V2=lj HI.... v3 =1; IV.... V4=l;
35-2
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548 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSthe Ist and IInd suppositions conducting to twelve-valued functions, the IIIrd to an eightvalued, and the IVth to a six-valued function; while every possible pair of equations between any three of the same twenty-four syntypical functions, if it be not included in a single equation of this last set, may be put under one or other of the six following forms :
1,2 1,3 1,2 3,4(LI.) ... V1=l, V1=lj (I.I.)'... V1=l, V1=l;
1,2 1,3 1,2 2,3,4(I.II.)... V1=l, V2=I; (I.ΠI.)... V1=l, V3 = 1 ;
1,2 1,3 1,2 1,2,3(∏.∏.)... V2=l, V2=l; (Π.ΠI.)... V2=l, V3 =1;which conduct respectively to functions with four, six, three, one, six, and two values; nor can any form of condition, essentially distinct from all the ten last mentioned, be obtained by supposing any three or more equations to exist between the twenty-four functions Fi.A little attention will not fail to evince the justice of this enumeration of the conditions under which a rational function of four arbitrary variables can have fewer than twenty-four values: yet it may not be useless to remark, as connected with this inquiry, that, in virtue of

a,b b,athe notation here employed, the supposition V1 = 1 involves the supposition V1 = 1 ; the 
«, b b,a c,d d,c a,b,c b, c, asupposition V2= 1 involves the suppositions V2 = 1, V2= 1, V2 = 1; V3 = 1 involves V3 = 1,

c, a, b a,c,b c, b, a b,a,c a, b, c b, c, d c, d, a d,a,b a,c a, d, cv3 =1> vs =1> V3 =1, V3 =1; V4 =1 involves V4 =1, V4 =1, V4 =1,V2=1, V4 =1,
d, c, b c,b,a b, a,d a,b a,b a,bv4 = 1, V4 = 1, V4 = 1; while the system V1 = 1, V2= 1 is equivalent to the system V1 = 1, 
c, d a,b a, b,c a,b a,c a.b a, b,c a,b b, c,d a,b a, c, bV1=liV1=l, v3 =1, to V1=l, V4=l; V1=l, V4=l, toV1=l, V3=ljV1=l, V4 =1,

«> b a,c a,b a,b,c a,b b,d a, b, c b,c,d a,b a, b, c a,b,ctoV1=l, V2=l; V2=l, V4 = 1, to V2 = l, V1 = 1; V3 =1, V3 =l,toV2=l, V3 =1; V3 =1, 
«, t>, c a,b,c c,d a, b, c a,c,b a, b, c a,b,cV4 =l,to V3 =l,V1=Ijand V4 =1, V4 =1, to V3 =1, V4 = 1 : analogous equivalences also holding good for other systems of analogous conditions.Let us now consider more closely the effects of the ten different suppositions (I.),... (II. III.).In the case (I.), the function F is symmetric relatively to some two roots xα, xβ, and may be put under the form of a rational function of the two others, x , xδ, or simply of their difference,

(I.)... F = <f>(xγ-xδ)∙,it being understood that this function φ may involve the coefficients α1, α2, α3, ai, which are symmetric relatively to x1, x2, x3, x4: because it is in general possible to determine rationally any two roots xγ, xδ, of an equation of any given degree, when their difference, xγ — xδ, is given.In the case (II.), we may interchange some two roots, xa, xβ, if we at the same time interchange the two others; and the function may be put under the form
(II.)... F=φ(xa+Xβ-xγ-xδ, x0i-xβ, xγ-xδ)',because any rational function of the four roots may be considered as a rational function of the four combinations ~ , ~ ,y, _ ~ r x ∙r ~

'ba.''hβ∙> '^ja. d'βl *tγ I ∙z,5> ∙z×γ j∙'8'>or of the four following,
X0i + Xβ + Xγ + X8, Xct + Xβ-Xγ-Xδ, Xai-Xβ, Xa-Xβ.Xγ-Xδ∙, of which the first may be omitted, as symmetric, and the third as being here obliged to enter only by its square, which square (xλ — xβ)2 is expressible as a rational function of xa + xβ — xγ — xδ, involving also the symmetric coefficients a1, a2, a3, which are allowed to enter in any manner into φ.
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 549In the case (III.), some three roots, xa, xβ, x , may all be interchanged, the fourth root remaining unaltered; and, on account of what has been shown respecting functions of three variables, we may write(III.)... F = φ(xδ) + (xλ-xβ) (xα-xy) (xβ- xy) ψ(x8), the function ψ- (as well as φ) being rational.In the case (IV. ), we may change xa to xβ, if we at the same time change xβ to x , xy to xδ, and xδ to χΛ; and the function F is of the form
(TV.) ...F = φ(xa-xβ + xγ-xδ.xa-xγ.xβ-xδ)∙.1,2,3 1,3because the condition V4 = 1 involves the condition V2=l, and consequently the present function F must be rational relatively to the two combinations+ a⅛ and χΛ — χγ.χβ — χδ;or relatively to the two following,

xa~x∕S + xγ~xS and Xa-Xβ + Xγ-Xδ.X0i-Xγ.Xβ-Xδ∙,but of these two last-mentioned combinations, the former alone changes, and it changes in its 1, 2,3sign alone, when the operation V4 performed, so that it can enter only by its square; which square (xa-xβ + xy-xδ)2 can be expressed as a rational function of the product
(⅝ -xβ + xγ- xδ) (xa - xy) (xβ - xδ),and of those symmetric coefficients which may enter in any manner into φ.By similar reasonings it appears, that in the six other cases, (I.I.)... (II.III.), we have, respectively, the six following forms for F :(I.I.) ...F = φ(χδ) = a + bxδ + cx⅛ + dx3δ∙,

(TT)' ...F=φ(χΛ + χβ — χγ — χδ)\(I. II.)... F = φ(xaxβ + xy xδ) = a + b(xa xβ + xy xδ) + c(xaxβ + xyxδ)2;(I.ΠI.)...F = α5 (II. II.)... F - φ(xa - xβ. xy - xδ) ;(II. III.)... F = a + b(xa - xβ) (xa - xy) (xλ - xδ) (xβ - xy) (xβ - xδ) (xy- xδ).To one or other of the ten forms last determined, may therefore be reduced every rational function of four arbitrary quantities, which has fewer than twenty-four values. And although the functions (I. I).' and (II. II.) are six-valued, as well as the function (1V.), yet these three functions are all in general distinct from one another; the function (IV.) being one which does not change its value, when the four roots xλ, xβ, x , xδ are all changed in some one quaternary 
cycle, but the function (I. I.)' being one which allows either or both of some two pairs xa, xβ and 
xy, xδ to have its two roots interchanged, and the function (II. II.) being characterized by its allowing any two roots to be interchanged, if the two other roots be interchanged at the same time. It may be useful also to observe, that the three-valued function (I. II.) belongs, as a particular case, to each of these three six-valued forms, and may easily be deduced from the form (I. I.)', as follows:

F = φr(xa + xβ-xy- xδ) = φr(xγ + xδ-xit-xβ) = χ(xx + xβ-xγ-xδ)2 = φ(xaxβ + xyxδ).
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550 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS Attending next to conditions of the formsV=-l, V=p3,instead of attending only to conditions of the form V = l,we discover the forms which a rational function of four arbitrary variables must have, in order that its square or cube may have fewer values than itself; which functional forms are the following:The general twenty-four-valued function F will have its square twelve-valued, if it be either θfthefθrm or of this other form
F = (xa-.fr(xa + xβ-xy-xδ, x0i-xβ.xy-xδ).The same general or twenty-four-valued function will have an eight-valued cube, if it be of the form f = ^χ^ + _ χ^ _ χ^ +p∣ + p* χjp

p3 being, as before, an imaginary cube-root of unity. The twelve-valued function (I.) will have a six-valued square, if it be reducible to the form
F = (xγ-xδ). ψ{xa + xβ-xy-xδ).The twelve-valued function (II.) will have a six-valued square, if it be of the form 

F = {xa + xβ-xy-xδ') .ψ{xa-xβ.xy-xδ),or of the form F = (xx - xβ) (xy — xδ). ψ{x0i +xβ-xγ- xδ),or of the form F = (xa + xβ-xγ-xδ).ψ↑xa + xβ-xγ-xδ.xa-xβ.xγ-xδ).The eight-valued function (III.) will have its square four-valued, if it be of the form 
F = (χa - Xβ) (χa - Xy) (χβ - Xy) ψ(χδ).The six-valued functions (IV.), (I. I.)', (II. II.), will have their squares three-valued, if they be reducible, respectively, to the forms,

F = (χa - χβ + χy - ⅜) {xλ - χy) (χβ - xδ). ∕{xaxγ + xβ%δ),
F = (xa + xβ-xγ-xδ). ι∕r(xaxβ + xyxδ),
F = (xai-xβ) (xγ -xδ). ψ(xaxβ + xyxδγand the last-mentioned six-valued function, (II.II.), will have its cube two-valued, if it be reducible to the form

F = {a + b(xa - xβ) (xλ - xy) (xa - xδ) {xβ - xy) (xβ - xδ) {xy - a⅛)}
× {⅞ xβ + xγx8 + PI(xλ xγ + xβ⅜) + P3(^α x8 + xβ xγ)}, 

p3 being still an imaginary cube-root of unity. And the square of the two-valued function (II. III.) will be symmetric, if it be of the form
F = b(xx - xβ) (xλ - xγ) (xλ - xδ) (xβ - xy) (xβ- xδ) {xy - xδ).But there exists no other case of reduction essentially distinct from these, in which the number of values of the square or cube of a rational function of four independent variables is less than the number of values of that function itself. Some steps, indeed, have been for brevity omitted, which would be requisite for the full statement of a formal demonstration of all the
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 551foregoing theorems; but these omitted steps will easily occur to any one, who has considered with attention the investigation of the properties of rational functions of three variables, given in the two preceding articles.[20]. The foregoing theorems respecting functions of four variables being admitted, let us now proceed to apply them to the à priori investigation of all possible expressions, finite and irreducible, of the form Wm∖ for a root x of the general biquadratic equation already often referred to, namely, ^ + α1^ + α2^ +v + α4 = 0.It is evident in the first place that we cannot express any such root a; as a rational function of the coefficients α1, α2, α3, α4, because these are symmetric relatively to the four roots x1, x2, 
x3, x4, and a symmetric function of four arbitrary and independent quantities cannot be equal to an unsymmetric function of them ; we must therefore suppose that m in ô(m) is greater than 0, or, in other words, that the function ô(Wi) is irrational, with respect to the quantities α1, α2, α3, α4, if any expression of the required kind can be found at all for x. On the other hand, the general theorem of Abel shows that if any such expression exist, it must be composed of some finite combination of quadratic and cubic radicals, together with rational functions; because 2 and 3 are the only prime divisors of the product 24 = 1.2.3.4. And the first and only radical of the first order in Wm∖ must be a square-root, of the formα] = 6(χ1 - χ2) (χ1 - χ3) (χ1 - α4) (χ2 - χ3) (χ2 - χi) (χ3 - χi)

= ∖^442368.b2.(e2-e∣) = ^J-2^.33.b2.(e21-el),

b being some symmetric function of x1, x2, x3, x4, and e1, e2 having the same meanings here as in the second article; because no rational and unsymmetric function of four arbitrary quantities 
x1, x2, x3, x4, has a prime power symmetric, except either this function a'1, or else some other such as a2 which may be deduced from it by a multiplication such as the following, a2 = -a'1.But a two-valued expression of the form/] = b0 + b1af1 cannot represent a four-valued function, such as x; we must therefore suppose that the sought expression ô(Wï) contains a radical a"1 of the second order, and this must be a cube-root, of the form≤ = (i>o + i>ι αi ) (wι+Pl u2+Ps ⅝) = Wo + δi α]) ;in which, p3 is, as before, an imaginary cube-root of unity; p0, p1, b0, b1 are symmetric relatively to x1, x2, x3, x4, or rational relatively to a1, a2, a3, a4,

u1 = x1x2 + x3x4, u2 = x1x3 + x2xi, u3 = x1x4+x2x3, and b0 + b1 a ] = 1728(p0+p1 α])3 Je1 + r⅛2 (p2 - p3) J,the rational function e1, and the radical a,1 retaining their recent meanings: because no rational function F,[ of four independent variables x1, x2, x3, x4, which cannot be reduced to the form thus assigned for a4, can have itself 2 α'] values, α'] being a prime number greater than 1, if the number of values of the prime power F,{aι be only 2. Nor can any other radical such as a2 of the same order enter into the expression of the irreducible function 0(m); because this other radical would be obliged to be of one or other of the two forms following, namely either«2 = (<7o + 7ιO (^ι+Plu2+p3u3), or else <≤ = (7o + 2ιαi) (uι+∕⅝⅝+∕⅛)∙
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552 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS
p3 being the same cube-root of unity in these expressions, as in the expression for a[; and the product of the two last trinomial factors is symmetric,

(u1 + ρ⅛u2 + p3u3) (u1+p3u2+p2u3) = 144e2; α"so that either the quotient -j or the product a2 a'[ would be a two-valued function, which would αιbe known when a'1 had been calculated, without any new extraction of radicals. At the same time, if we observe that , ,β, __6vj ^i cvg ^τ~ vL3 — ^2?we see that the three values u1, u2, u3 of the three-valued function xaxj3 + xγxs can be expressed as rational functions of the radicals a'[ and a'1, or as irrational functions of the second order of the coefficients a1, a2, a3, α4 of the proposed biquadratic equation, namely the following,
1L 1 aι , 144e2(Po+Pι^))31 Po+Pι<h «i J

„ -iL ■ ^a'i . 144⅞⅛o+ft⅛l2 3⅛ 2 p0+p1a[ p3a'[ /’„ -IL .u j⅛αL , 144e2(ffo+ff1<⅛)).3 3⅛ 2 2>0+2h< pfan1 ∫,so that if the biquadratic equation can be resolved at all, by any finite combination of radicals and rational functions, the solution must begin by calculating a square-root a'1 and a cube-root 
a'i, which are in all essential respects the same as those required for resolving that other equation of which w1, u2, u3 are roots, namely the following cubic equation:

u3 -a2u2+(a1a3- 4α3) u + (4α2 — αf ) α4 — α∣ = 0 ; which may also be thus written,
(u —∣α2)3 - 48e2(w - ⅜⅝)- 128e1 = 0.Reciprocally if u1, u2, u3 be known, by the solution of this cubic equation, or in any other way, we can calculate a'1 and α,1', without any new extraction of radicals; since if we put, for abridgment, (1 = m2-¾ = (≈1-≈8) (¾-x4),

£2 = Wχ ^3 = (a'l a⅛) (*^2 ^4)’

^3 ~ U1 - U2 ~ (a'l %4) (a'2 a'β)>we have α4 = δi1i2i3,and a'; = (p0 ÷p1 bt11213) (u1 + pi u2+ρ3 w3).Again, it is important to observe, that if any one of the three quantities t1,t2,t3, such as t1, be given, the other two, t2, t3, and also u1, u2, u3, can be deduced from it, without any new extraction; because, in general, the difference of any two roots of a cubic equation is sufficient to determine rationally all the three roots of that equation: it must therefore be possible to express the radicals a,1 and α'1' as rational functions of t1∙, and accordingly we findαi = δf1(144e2-i∣),and a'[ = {p0 +p1bt1(144e2-t21)} t1 + Î
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 553 while t1 may reciprocally be expressed as follows,
1 2 3 3^3 ^∖p0+p1a'1 a,' fHence the most general irrational function of the second order,

f'i = b'+b[a'i + b'a?,which can enter into the composition of 6(w), and in which b,0, b'1, b2 are functions of the first order, and of the forms
(⅞)o ÷ (⅛)ιαι> (^,ι)o + (^ι)ιαι> (^,2)0 ÷ (^2)1α1>may be considered as a rational function of t1,

fι=<M)=≠(*i - a½ ∙ ⅞ - ⅛) ;it is, therefore, included under the form (II. IL), and is either six-valued or three-valued, according as it does not, or as it does reduce itself to a rational function of u1, by becoming a rational function of if; and in neither case can it become a four-valued function such as x. We must therefore suppose, that the sought irrational expression b(m\ for a root x of the general biquadratic, contains at least one radical a4 of the third order, which, relatively to the coefficients a1, a2, a3, a4, must be a square-root, (and not a cube-root,) of the form< = √⅜ + 6l< + ¾oFiand, relatively to the roots x1, x2, x3, x4, must admit of being expressed either as a twelve- valued function, with a six-valued square, which square is of the form (II. II.); or else as a six-valued function, which is not itself of that form (II. II.), and of which the square is threevalued. This radical a4 must therefore admit of being put under the form< = 6⅛the factor b" being a function of the second or of a lower order, and va being one or other of the three following functions,
v1 = χ1 + χ2 — χ3 — χ4, v2 = x1 + x3-x2-x4, v3 = x1 + x4-x2-x3,which are themselves six-valued, but have three-valued squares. And since the product of the three functions va is symmetric, v v = θ4. e(e4 having here the same meaning as in the second article,) we need only consider, at most, two radicals of the third order,α'ι = b"4 v1 = ∖⅛2(αf - 4α2 + 4w1), a"2 = b'2 v2 = ∖]b2∖a{ - 4α2 + 4w2) ;and may express the most general irrational function of the third order, which can enter into the composition of b(m\ as follows :

fι=‰+¾0*T+W+;the coefficients of this expression being functions of the second or of lower orders. If we suppress entirely one of the two last radicals, such as a2, without introducing any higher radical α}v, we shall indeed obtain a simplified expression, but cannot thereby represent any root, such as 
x of the proposed biquadratic equation; for if we could do this, we should then have a system of two expressions for two different roots, xct, xfi, of the formszα = ⅝' + 6½ xfi=bn0-b↑a↑, which would give b3 = ⅜(xa + Xβ) ;
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554 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSbut this last rational function, although six-valued, cannot be put under the form (II.II.), and therefore cannot be equal to any function of the second order, such as b3. Retaining therefore both the radicals, α'f, a"2, we have next to observe, that if the functioncan coincide with the sought function Wm∖ so as to represent some one root xa of the proposed biquadratic equation, it must give a system of expressions for all the four roots xλ, xβ, xy, xs, in some arrangement or other, by merely changing the signs of those two radicals of the third order; namely the following system,
which four expressions for the four roots conduct to the four following relations, 

δo, 0 = i(xx + Xβ + zγ + ⅜), ¾ 1 «2 = i(%x -%β + xγ- zδ),

¾ 0«1 = ⅛(xec + Xβ-Xγ-%s)> ⅛ 1 aι a2 = ⅛(∙⅞ -Xβ-Xγ + Xδ∖Reciprocally, if these four last conditions can be satisfied, by any suitable arrangement of the four roots, and by any suitable choice of those coefficients or functions which have hitherto been left undetermined, we shall have the four expressions just now mentioned, for the four roots of the general biquadratic, as the four values of an irrational and irreducible function b'", of the third order. Now, these four conditions are satisfied when we suppose
χy∙ __ zy» zy» ___ zy» zy» — zy» zy» ----- zy» ∙∙l-α—∙^1, Λβ—J-2, λ7 — *c3> ∙*'∂' — ^4’
‰∕∕ __ rrι __ 1 . ι» __ 1 .

a∏d finally ¾1=jji⅛but not by any suppositions essentially distinct from these. It is therefore possible to express the four roots of the general biquadratic equation, as the four values of an irrational and irreducible expression of the third order b'", namely as the following:w _ ~aι . aι . α2 l lθ¾1¾2e4.
^ι-⅝,o 4 +4δ" + 40"+ a'^ >

_ικ _ ~al . aι a2 lθ¾1⅛2e4.2 0θ>1 4 +4&; 4δ" a'"a,,' ,

,m -a1 a™ a-2 lθ⅛162e4.
z3-°ι,o- 4 4δ" + 40" a-a"^ ’

_TW _ — <¾ι a1 a"2 lθ⅛1⅛2e4
λ4-°i.i 4^ 4^ 4⅛"+ a"^ ’and there exists no system of expressions, essentially distinct from these, which can express the same four roots, without the introduction of some radical, such as α*v, of an order higher than the third. We must, however, remember that these expressions involve several arbitrary symmetric functions of x1, x2, x3, x4, or arbitrary rational functions of a1, a2, a3, a4, which enter into the composition of the radicals a'1, a'[, a"{, a2, though only in the way of multiplying a function by an exact square or cube before the square-root or cube-root is extracted : namely,
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 555the quantity b in a'1 ; p0 andp1 in a,[; and, in the radicals a"[, a%, twelve other arbitrary quantities, introduced by the functions bn1, b"i, which latter functions may be thus developed,
bl = r0,0 + r0,1 a'l + (^1,0 + rl, 1 al) a'i + (r∙2,0 + r2,1 αi) «'Λ

- ⅞,0 ÷ 'rO,lfll ÷ ('ri,O÷ rl,lftl)ftl÷ (r2,0 ÷ r2,1 αl) α 12∙In the earlier articles of this Essay, these fifteen arbitrary quantities had the following particular values, n2 _ β
& = "ΐϊδ2 ’ i,θ = ⅛ ^ι = θ; 

ro, 0 = ï J ro, 1 = rι, 0 = rl, 1 = r2,0 = r2,1 = θ 5 
r0,0 = 4 > r0,l- rl, 0 = rl, 1 = r2,0 = r2,1 = θ∙Apparent differences between two systems of expressions of the third order, for the four roots of a biquadratic equation, may also arise from differences in the arrangement of those four roots.Analogous reasonings, the details of which will easily suggest themselves to those who have studied the foregoing discussion, show that if we retain only one radical of the third order a"[, but introduce a radical of the fourth order α jv, for the purpose of obtaining the only other sort of irrational and irreducible expression, ô(rn) = èIV, which can represent a root of the same general biquadratic equation, we must then suppose this new radical α]v to be a square-root, of the form ∕-----τ~----------- ôôTT«ίν =2>'"(*1 “ *2) = √ P'"2 ( - 41 + 12e3 + ;

p"' being a function of the third or of a lower order, which in the earlier articles of this Essay had the particular value while v1 has the meaning recently assigned, and e3, e4 have those which were stated in the second article; we must also employ the expressions

, — a1 v1 p",t1 -a1 v1 p",t,and *3^-4 4+2α}v, 4^^2ψ,
t1 retaining here its recent meaning; or, at least, we must make suppositions, and must employ expressions, not differing essentially from these.But all the radicals, a,1, a,[, a"{, a"ι, α^v, introduced in the present article, agree in all essential respects with those which have been long employed, for the calculation of the roots of the general biquadratic equation; it is, therefore, impossible to discover any new expression for any one of those four roots, which, after being cleared from all superfluous extractions of radicals, shall differ essentially, in the extractions that remain, from the expressions that have been long discovered. And the only important difference, with respect to these extractions of radicals, between any two general methods for resolving biquadratic equations, if both be free from all superfluous extractions, is, that after calculating first, in both methods, a square-root 
a'1, and a cube-root α4, (operations which are equivalent to those required for the solution of an auxiliary cubic equation,) we may afterwards either calculate two simultaneous square- roots a™, a,⅛, as in the method of Euler, or else two successive square-roots a↑, α[v, as in the
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556 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSmethod of Ferrari or Descartes : for, in the view in which they are here considered, the methods of these two last-mentioned mathematicians do not essentially differ from each other.*[21]. It is not necessary, for the purposes of the inquiry into the possibility or impossibility of representing, by any expression of the form δ<m>, a root x of the general equation of the fifth degree, χ5 + a^χi + a^xa + α3rr2 + a4a; + α5 = 0,to investigate all possible forms of rational functions of five variables, which have fewer than 120 values; but it is necessary to discover all those forms which have five or fewer values. Now, if the rational function τι,q, υ, qr n, qr ∖have fewer than six values, when the five arbitrary roots x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, of the above-mentioned general equation are interchanged in all possible ways, it must, by still stronger reason, have fewer than six values, when only the first four roots, x1, x2, x3, x4, are interchanged in any manner, the fifth root x5 remaining unchanged.Hence, by the properties of functions of four variables, the function F must be reducible to one of the four following forms, corresponding to those which, in the nineteenth article, were marked (I. III.), (II.III.), (I.IL), and (I. I.):(a) φ(χ5);(b) φ(xδ, x4 x2.x4 x3.x4 x4.x2 x3.x2 x4. x3 x4);(c) ≠(a⅛,aqic2 + a⅛tf4)5(d) φ(xδ,x4)∙,

or at least to some form not essentially distinct from these. In making this reduction, the principle is employed, that any symmetric function of x1, x2, x3, x4, is a rational function of xδ, and of the five coefficients α1, a2, a3, a4, aδ, which latter coefficients are tacitly supposed to be capable of entering in any manner into the rational functions φ.It may also be useful to remark, before going farther, that the four forms here referred to, of functions of four variables, with four or fewer values, may be deduced anew as follows. Retaining the abridged notation (α,∕∕,γ,<^), we see immediately that if the six syntypical functions (i>2>3 4)> (2,3,1,4), (3,1,2,4), (1,3,2,4), (3,2,1,4), (2,1,3,4)be not all unequal among themselves, they must either all be equal, in which case we have the four-valued form φ(xf) or (I. I.), or else must distribute themselves into two distinct groups of three, or into three distinct groups of two equal functions. But if we suppose(1, 2,3,4) = (2, 3,1, 4) = (3,1,2,4),in order to get the reduction to two groups, the functions (1,2,3,4) and (2,1, 3,4) being not yet supposed to be equal; and then require that the six following values of (a,/?, γ, S'),(1,2,3, 4), (2,1,3, 4), (1,2,4, 3), (2,1,4, 3), (1,3, 4,2), (3,1,4,2),shall not be all unequal; we must either make some supposition, such as (1,2,3,4) = (1,2,4,3), which conducts to the one-valued form (I. III.), or else must make some supposition, such as (1,2,3,4) = (2,1,4,3), which conducts to the two-valued form (II. III.). And if we suppose (1,2,3,4) = (2,1, 3, 4), in order to reduce the six functions (1, 2, 3,4)... (2,1, 3,4) to three* [A historical account of algebraic methods of solving equations is to be found in Burnside and Panton, 
The Theory of Equations, vol. I, Dublin (1904), 5th ed. Note A on p. 271.]
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 557distinct groups, the functions (1,2, 3,4) and (2,3,1,4) being supposed unequal; and then require that of the six following values,(1,2,3,4), (2,3,1,4), (3,1,2,4), (1,2,4,3), (2,4,1,3), (4,1,2,3),there shall be fewer than five unequal; we must either suppose (2, 3,1,4) = (4,1,2, 3), in which case we are conducted to the three-valued form (I. II.); or else must suppose(2,3,1,4) = (2,4,1,3),which conducts again to the four-valued function (I. I.), by giving (1,2, 3, 4) = φ(x3).Now of the four forms (a), (b), (c), (d), the form (a) is five-valued, and therefore admissiblein the present inquiry; but the form (b) is, in general, ten-valued; the form (c) has, in general, fifteen values; and the form (d) has twenty. If, then, we are to reduce the functions (b) (c) (d) within that limit of number of values to which we are at present confining ourselves, we must restrict them by some new conditions, of which the following are sufficient types:(b)' φ(x5,x1- x2.x1-x3.x1- x4.x2- x3.x2- x4.x3- x4)

= φ(x3, -x1-x2.x1-x3.x1-xi.x2-x3.x2-xi,.x3-x^∖(b)" φ(χ$, x4 - x2.x4 - x3.x4 - x4.x2 - x3.x2 - x4∙x3- x4)

= Φ(%if *1 *^2 ∙ X1 X3∙X1 X5∙X2 x3 ∙ ∙^2 2⅛ ∙ ∙⅞ xζ) >(b) φ{χ3, X1 — X2 . X1 — X3 . X1 X4 . X2 X3 ∙ X2 ∙^4 ∙ ∙⅞ ∙^4)
= φ(x4, -X1-X2.X1-X3.X1-X5.X2-X3.X2-X5.X3-X5)∙,

(c) ' φ(x5, x1x2 + a⅛aτ4) = φ(x5, x1x3 + α2α4) ;(c)" φ(xs, x1x2 + x3x4) = φ(x4, x1x2 + x3x5) ;(c) "' φ(x5, x1x2 + α3x4) = φ(x4,x1x3 + x2x5) ;(d) ' φ(x5,x4) = φ(x5,x3)∙,(d)v φ(x5,x4) = φ(x4,x3)∙,(d)w φ(x5,X4) = φ(x2,X3)∙(To suppose φ(x5, x4) = φ(x4, x5), would indeed reduce the number of values of the function (d) from twenty to ten, but a new reduction would be required, in order to depress that number below six, and thus we should still be obliged to employ one of the three conditions (d)' (d)" (d)w.) Of these twelve different conditions (b)'... (d)w, some one of which we must employ, (or at least some condition not essentially different from it,) the three marked (b)' (c)' (d)' are easily seen to reduce respectively the three functions (b) (c) (d) to the five-valued form (a); they are therefore admissible, but they give no new information. The supposition (b)" conducts us to equate the function (b) to the following,
φ{x3ι X4 — X2 . X-4 X3 ∙ X∙4 X4. X2 X3 ∙ X2 x4 * X3 *T4) ?because it allows us to interchange .τ5 and x3, inasmuch as x3 may previously be put in the place of x4, and x4 in the place of x3, by interchanging at the same time x1 and x2,—a double interchange which does not alter the product x1 — x2 ... x3 — x4, since it only changes simultaneously the signs of the two factors x1 — x2 and x3 — x4; or because, if we denote the function (b) by the symbol (1,2,3,4, 5), we have (1,2, 3, 4,5) = (2,1, 4, 3,5), and also, by (b)",(1,2,3,4,5) = (1,2,3,5,4),
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558 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS so that we must have (1,2,3,4,5) = (2,1,4, 5, 3) = (1,2,5,4, 3); but also the condition (b)" gives (1,2,5,4,3) = (1,2,5,3,4); we must therefore suppose (1,2,3,5, 4) = (1,2,5,3,4),that is, Φ(χ4>x1-x2.x1-x3.x1-x5.x2-x3.x2-x3.x3-xδ)
= φ(x4, iC1 X2 ∙xl x3 ∙ xl x5 ∙ x2 x3 ∙ x2 xδ∙x3 X5^’which is an equation of the form (b)', and reduces the function (b) to the form (a), and ultimately to a symmetric function a, because x5 and x4 may be interchanged. The supposition (b)w conducts to a two-valued function, which changes value when any two of the five roots are interchanged, so that the sum (1,2,3,4,5) + (1,2,3,5,4), and the quotient(1,2,3,4,5) - (1,2,3,5,4)

(χι -x2) (x1 -x3)...(x4-x5),are some symmetric functions, which may be called 2a and 2b; we have therefore, in this case, a function of the form,(e) a + bx1 — x2. x1 — x3. x1 — rr4. x1 — x5. x2 — x3. x2 — x4. x2 — x5. x3 — ar4. x3 — x5. x4 — x5,in which a and b are symmetric. The remaining suppositions, (c)", (c)w, (d)", (d),7, are easily seen to conduct only to symmetric functions; for instance, (c)" gives
φ(x5, x1x2 + x3x4) = φ{x4, x3x3 + z2x1) = φ(x1, x3x5 + z2ar4)

= φ(x1, x2x4 + x3x5) = φ(x5, x2x4 + a⅛<r1) = φ(x5, x1x3 + z2z4),so that the condition (c)' is satisfied, and at the same time x5 is interchangeable with x4. And it is easy to see that the five-valued function φ(xa) may be put under the form(f) b0 + b1xa + b2x^ + b3x^ + b4x^the coefficients b0b1b2b3b4 being symmetric. It is clear also that neither this five-valued function (f ), nor the two-valued function (e), admits of any reduction in respect to number of values, without becoming altogether symmetric. There are, therefore, no unsymmetric and rational functions of five independent variables, with fewer than six values, except only the two-valued function (e), and the five-valued function (f ).Suppose now that we have the equation
(lγ=F 1(3?! X2, 3⅛j X4, X5),

F'1 being a rational but unsymmetric function; and that
<αi=∕ι(αι>α2>0⅛>tt4>⅜)>the exponent a,'1 being prime, and the function ∕1 being rational relatively to α1, ...,α5, and therefore symmetric relatively to x1, ...,x5. With these suppositions, the function F'1 must, by the principles of a former article, have exactly oc,1 values, corresponding to changes of arrangement of the five arbitrary quantities x1, ...,x5; the exponent a'1 must therefore be a prime divisor of the product 120 ( = 1.2.3.4.5); that is, it must be 2, or 3, or 5. But we have seen that no rational function of five variables has exactly three values; and if we supposed it to have five values, so as to put, (by what has been already shewn,)

a'1 = b0 + b1xx + b2x% + b3x3a + b4xia,
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 559 we should then have three other equations of the forms
<2 = bP + b<Vχx + bPx2a + δ<2>⅛ + ⅞¾<3 = &03) + bPxa + ⅜3⅛1 + bPx3a + ¾3¼,
<4 = bp + b^xa + bPx* + bPx3a + b<Px*a,the coefficients being all symmetric, and being determined through the elimination of all higher powers of xa than the fourth, by means of the equations3⅞ + <⅞a⅛ + ⅝⅛ + Va + Va = θ’⅛ + α1^ + α2⅛ + α3⅛ + α4⅛ + α5τα = 0, &c.;and it would always be possible to find symmetric multipliers c1, c2, c3, c4, which would not all be equal to 0, and would be such thatc1 b2 + c2 bP + c3 bp + c4 bP = 0, c1 δ3 + c2 bp + c3 bp + c4 b(p = 0, c1 δ4 + c2 bP + c3 bP + c4 b{p = 0 ;in this manner then we should obtain an equation of the formc1 a'1 + c2 a'12 + c3a,13 + c4 αx4 = c1 b0 + c2 bp + c3 b(p + c4 bp + (c1 b1 + c2 bp + c3 bp + c4 bP)xa,in which it would be impossible that the coefficient of xιx should vanish, because the five unequal values of a'1 could not all satisfy one common equation, of the fourth or of a lower degree; we should therefore have an expression for xa of the form
xa = d0 + d1 a,1 + d2 a,l2 + d3 a'13 + d4 a'14,the coefficients d0, ...,d4 being symmetric; and for the same reason we should have also 

Xp = d0 + d1 ρ3 a,1 + d2 pi a'2 + d3 pi a'13 + d4 pi a?, 
x7 = d0 + d1 p2 a'1 + d2pi a'2 + d3 p5 a'3 + d4 p35 a,1i, 
xs = d0 + d1 pi a[ + d2 p3 a'12 + d3 pi a'13 + d4 p2 a4i, 
xe = d0 + d1 pi a,1 + d2 p35 a'12 + d3 p25 a,13 + d4 p5 a'P,

xa, Xβ, xγ, xδ, xe denoting, in some arrangement or other, the five roots x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, and 
p5, pl, p3, pi being the four imaginary fifth-roots of unity; consequently we should have
a result which is absurd, the second member of the equation having 120 values, while the first member has only five. We must therefore suppose that the exponent αx is =2, and consequently must adopt the expression

~ b(p∖ — #2) (a'l - ∙⅞) (*1 ^4) (a⅛ a⅛) (a'2 a⅛) (a'2 x4) ¾) (¾ *£4) (a⅛ ∙*⅛) (a'4 a's)>the factor b being symmetric. This, therefore, is the only rational and unsymmetric function of five arbitrary quantities, which has a prime power (namely its square) symmetric.Let us next inquire whether it be possible to find any unsymmetric but rational function, Uχ = F4(iTχ, x2, χ3, X4,2⅛),which, having itself more than two values, shall have a prime power two-valued, αιαi =fι=a + b(x1-x2),..(x4- xs).
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560 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSIf so, the function F'[ must have exactly 2a,'[ values, and consequently the prime exponent a"i must be either three or five, because it must be a divisor of 120, and cannot be = 2, since no rational function of five arbitrary quantities has exactly four values : so that a"1 or Fn1 must be either a cube-root or a fifth-root of the two-valued function f'1. And the six or ten values of F"l must admit of being expressed as follows:(1.2.3.4.5) ,; p4(l,2,3,4,6)ii p<^1(l,2,3,4,5)<;(1.2.3.4.5) iι p⅛(l,2,3,4,5)jis pg~1(l, 2,3,4,5)ijin which, pα^ and p'a^ are imaginary cube-roots or fifth-roots of unity, according as α'( is 3 or 5; while (1,2,3,4,5)i and (1, 2,3,4,5)fc are some two different values of the function F'{, which may be called F,[ and F]n, and correspond to different arrangements of x1, x2, x3, xi, x5, being also such that j,..; = ( 1,2,3,4, S)f! -β+6(i⅛-a⅛)... (⅛-¾),J7i"α'ι = ( 1,2,3,4,5)^ = α — b(x1 -x2)... (x4 - ⅝).These last equations show that the cube or fifth power (according as a"l is 3 or 5) of the product of (1,2,3,4,5)i and (1,2,3,4, 5)fe is symmetric, and consequently, by what was lately proved, that this product itself is symmetric; so that we may writeF1∖F^ = (l,2,3,4,5)i.(l,2,3,4,5)jk = c, and therefore V(l,2,3,4,5)i.V(l,2,3,4,5)fc = c,V being here the characteristic of any arbitrary change of arrangement of the five roots, which change, however, is to operate similarly on the two functions to which the symbol is prefixed. (For example, if we suppose(1.2.3.4.5) i = (1,2,3,5,4), (1,2,3,4,5)fc= (1,2,4,3,5),and if we employ V to indicate that change which consists in altering the first to the second, the second to the third, the third to the fourth, the fourth to the fifth, and the fifth to the first of the five roots in any one arrangement, we shall have, in the present notation,V(l, 2,3,4,5)ι= (2,3,5,4,1), V(l, 2, 3,4,5)fc= (2,4,3,5,1);and similarly in other cases.) Supposing then that V denotes the change of arrangement of the five roots which is made in passing from that value of the function F"1 which is = ( 1,2, 3,4,5)i to that other value of the same function which is = pa-( 1,2, 3,4,5)i, we see that the same change performed on (1,2,3,4,5)fc must multiply this latter value not by pα^ but by pa<15 which factor is, however, of the form p'a'ι, so that we may denote the 2oq values of F,[ as follows:(l,2,3,4,5)ij V(l,2,3,4,5)ij ...; V÷1(l,2,3,4,5)ij(1,2,3,4, 5)fc; V(1,2,3,4,5)λj V÷>(l, 2, 3,4,5)fc.We see, at the same time, that the sum of the two functions (1, 2, 3,4, 5)i and (1,2,3,4,5)fc admits of at least a,"1 different values, namely,Vθ{( 1,2,3,4,5)i + ( 1,2,3,4,5)fc} = F"1 + F{”,V1{(l, 2,3,4,5)i + (1,2, 3.4,6)t}=p.-F"i +p^F'1",

V∙i-I{(l. 2,3,4,5)i + (1, 2, 3,4,5)t} =p÷1f ; +⅞te>'-1⅛7.On the other hand, this sum F'[ + F'1'' cannot admit of more than a,'[ values, because it must
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 561satisfy an equation of the degree α∣, with symmetric coefficients; which results from the two relations jv,αl + jn ,,a; = f„, =and is either the cubic equation(F" + F'1'')3 - 3c(F'{ + F'1'') - 2α = 0, or the equation of the fifth degree(F'' + F'")5 - 5c(F'] + F'1,γ + 5c2(F'j + F'1,')-2a=0,according as α'] is 3 or 5. We must therefore suppose that the function F,[ + F'1', has exactly a4 values, and consequently that α4 is 5 and not 3, because no rational function of five independent variables has exactly three values. And from the form and properties of the only five-valued function of five variables, we must suppose farther, thati'i + ∕'ι' = i'! + p = ⅛ + 6l¾ + ⅛⅛ + ⅛3⅛ + ⅛4⅛
x0i being some one of the five roots x1,..., x5, and the coefficients δ0,..., δ4 being symmetric; and that conversely the root xα may be thus expressed,
the coefficients d0, ...,d4 being symmetric. We must also suppose that by changing F4, successively, to p5F4, p⅛F4, p%F'[, piF,[, we shall obtain successively, expressions for the other four roots, Xβ, xγ, xδ, xe, in some arrangement or other; and therefore, if we observe that F45 has been concluded to be a function of the two-valued form, we find ourselves obliged to suppose that the five roots may be expressed as follows, (if the supposition under inquiry be correct,)

xa = e'0 + e'1F'[ + e'F]2 + e'3F'[3 + e'4F'[*, 
xfi = e'0+p5e[F,[+ple,2F^+ple'3F^ +p⅝F'[*, 
xγ = ef0+ple[F[+pie'2F^ + p5e'3F^+ple{F^, 
χs~eo+Ple[F,[+p5e'2F42+ρle3F,[3+ple'4F4i,

^ = e'0+pie[F[+ple'2F^ + ple'F^+p5ef4F^

e'0, ...,e'δ being either symmetric or two-valued; but these expressions conduct to the absurd 
result> 5e,1 F,,1 = xa + pi xβ+ρl xγ+pi xs + p3 xs,in which the first member has only ten, while the second member has 120 values. We are therefore obliged to reject as inadmissible the supposition^αΐ=/ί;and we find that no rational function of five arbitrary variables can have any prime power two-valued, if its own values be more numerous than two.[22]. There is now no difficulty in proving, after the manner of Abel, that it is impossible to represent a root of the general equation of the fifth degree, as a function of the coefficients of that equation, by any expression of the form 0(m); that is, by any finite combination of radicals and rational functions.For, in the first place, since the coefficients a1, ...,a5 are symmetric functions of the roots a,∙1, ...,x5, it is clear that we cannot express any one of the latter as a rational function of the
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562 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONSformer; m in b(m\ must therefore be greater than 0; and the expression if it exist at all, must involve at least one radical of the first order, a'1, which must admit of being expressed as a rational but unsymmetric function F'1 of the five roots, but must have a prime power F,1a'ι symmetric, and consequently must be a square-root, of the form deduced in the last article,name'y. a∙1=6(χ1 -3⅛)... (a,1 _ a⅛),the factor b being symmetric. And because any other radical of the same order, a2, might be
cdeduced from a,1 by a multiplication such as the following, a2 = ^a'1, we see that no such otherradical a2, of the first order, can enter into the expression Wm∖ when that expression is cleared of all superfluous functional radicals. On the other hand, a two-valued expression such as∕[ = δ0 + Micannot represent the five-valued function x∖ if then the sought expression x — b{m) exist at all, it must involve some radical of the second order, a'[, and this radical must admit of being expressed as a rational function Fn1 of the five roots, which function is to have, itself, more than two values, but to have some prime power, F'[ai, two-valued. And since it has been proved that no such function F'[ exists, it follows that no function of the form δ(?7ί) can represent the sought root x of the general equation of the fifth degree. If then that general equation admit of being resolved at all, it must be by some process distinct from any finite combination of the operations of adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing, elevating to powers, and extracting roots of functions.[23] . It is, therefore, impossible to satisfy the equationttm',c, + α1 b(m)i + a2 δ<wι>3 + α3 δ<m>s + α4 b™ + α5 = 0,by any finite irrational function δ(ζη); the five coefficients α1, a2, a3, ai, a5 being supposed to remain arbitrary and independent. And, by still stronger reason, it is impossible to satisfy the equation 6<mr, + + _ + a^ι ⅛(m) + αn = 0,if n be greater than five, and av ...,an arbitrary. For if we could do this, then the irrational function δ(η,) would, by the principles already established, have exactly n values; of which, 

n — 5 values would vanish when we supposed an, an~1,..., αβ to become = 0, and the remaining five values would represent the five roots of the general equation of the fifth degree; but such a representation of the roots of that equation has been already proved to be impossible.[24] . Although the whole of the foregoing argument has been suggested by that of Abel, and may be said to be a commentary thereon; yet it will not fail to be perceived, that there are several considerable differences between the one method of proof and the other. More particularly, in establishing the cardinal proposition that every radical in every irreducible expression for any one of the roots of any general equation is a rational function of those roots, it has appeared to the writer of this paper more satisfactory to begin by showing that the radicals of highest order will have that property, if those of lower orders have it, descending thus to radicals of the lowest order, and afterwards ascending again; than to attempt, as Abel has done, to prove the theorem, in the first instance, for radicals of the highest order. In fact, while following this last-mentioned method, Abel has been led to assume that the coefficient of the first power of some highest radical can always be rendered equal to unity, by introducing
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 563(generally) a new radical, which in the notation of the present paper may be expressed as follows : i------------------------------------------------------- —
4√i Σ ∙(¾ι.7υ .<4m*∖..⅛⅞Γ-*>)Γ* ;Ami=ιbut although the quantity under the radical sign, in this expression, is indeed free from that irrationality of the mth order which was introduced by the radical a%n∖ it is not, in general, free from the irrationalities of the same order introduced by the other radicals a%n∖ ... of that order; and consequently the new radical, to which this process conducts, is in general elevated to the order m + 1 ; a circumstance which Abel does not appear to have remarked, and which renders it difficult to judge of the validity of his subsequent reasoning. And because the other chief obscurity in Abel’s argument (in the opinion of the present writer) is connected with the proof of the theorem, that a rational function of five independent variables cannot have five values and five only, unless it be symmetric relatively to four of its five elements; it has been thought advantageous, in this paper, as preliminary to the discussion of the forms of functions of five arbitrary quantities, to establish certain auxiliary theorems respecting functions of fewer variables; which have served also to determine à priori all possible solutions (by radicals and rational functions) of all general algebraic equations below the fifth degree.[25]. However, it may be proper to state briefly here the simple and elegant reasoning by which Abel, after Cauchy, has proved that if a function of five variables have fewer than five values, it must be either two-valued or symmetric. Let the function be for brevity denoted by 

(a,β,γ, δ,e)∙, and let V and V' denote such changes, that
(β, γ, δ, e, α) = V(a, β, γ, δ, e),(/?, e, a, γ, δ) = V'(a,β, γ, δ, e).These changes are such that we have the two symbolic equations Vδ=l, V'5=l;but also, by supposition, some two of the five functions

S7o(oc, β,γ,δ,e), ..., Vi(a,β,γ,δ,e)are equal among themselves, and so are some two of the five functions 
V'o(oc,β,γ,δ,e), ..., V'4(α,β,γ,δ,e)∙,we have therefore two equations of the formsVr=l, V'r' = l,in which r and r' are each greater than 0, but less than 5 ; and by combining these equations with the others just now found, we obtainV=l, V' = l:that is (β, γ, δ, e, a) = (a, β, γ, δ, e), and (/?, e, α, γ, £) = (a, β, γ, δ, e).Hence (γ, a, β, δ, e) = (β, γ, δ, e, a) = (a, β, γ, δ, e) ;and in like manner, (α,γ, δ,β, e) = (cc,β, γ, δ, e) = (γ, a,β, δ, e)∙,we may therefore interchange the first and second of the five elements of the function, if we at the same time interchange either the second and third, or the third and fourth; and a similar reasoning shows that we may interchange any two, if we at the same time interchange any
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564 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONStwo others. An even number of such interchanges leaves therefore the function unaltered; but every alteration of arrangement of the five elements may be made by either an odd or an even number of such interchanges: the function, therefore, is either two-valued or symmetric; it having been supposed to have fewer than five values. Indeed, this is only a particular case of a more general theorem of Cauchy, which is deduced in a similar way: namely, that if the number of values of a rational function of n arbitrary quantities be less than the greatest prime number which is itself not greater than n, the number of values of that function must then be either two or one.[26]. It is a necessary consequence of the foregoing argument, that there must be a fallacy in the very ingenious process by which Mr Jerrard has attempted to reduce the general equation of the fifth degree to the solvible form of De Moivre, namely,x5 — 5δx3 + 5δ2x — 2e = 0, of which a root may be expressed as follows,
x = 5J{e + √e2 — b5} H---------- ∖ :j 5√{e+√e2-δ*}because this process of reduction would, if valid, conduct to a finite (though complicated) expression for a root x of the general equation of the fifth degree,

xb + α1x4 + α2^3 + a3x2 + a4x + a5 = 0,with five arbitrary coefficients, real or imaginary, as a function of those five coefficients, through the previous resolution of certain auxiliary equations below the fifth degree, namely, a cubic, two quadratics, another cubic, and a biquadratic, besides linear equations and De Moivre’s solvible form; and therefore ultimately through the extraction of a finite number of radicals, namely, a square-root, a cube-root, three square-roots, a cube-root, a square-root, a cube-root, three square-roots, and a fifth-root. Accordingly, the fallacy of this process of reduction has been pointed out by the writer of the present paper, in an ‘Inquiry into the Validity of a Method recently proposed by George B. Jerrard, Esq., for transforming and resolving Equations of Elevated Degrees: ’ undertaken at the request of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, and published in their Sixth Report.* But the same Inquiry has confirmed the adequacy of Mr Jerrard’s method to accomplish an almost equally curious and unexpected transformation, namely, the reduction of the general equation of the fifth degree to the trinomial form χ5 + pχ + jj}ssQ.and therefore ultimately to this very simple form 
x5 + x = e;in which, however, it is essential to observe that e will in general be imaginary even when the original coefficients are real. If then we make, in this last form,

x = p(cos Θ + V— 1 sin θ), and e = r(cos v+V—1 sinv),we can, by the help of Mr Jerrard’s method, reduce the general equation of the fifth degree, with five arbitrary and imaginary coefficients, to the system of the two following equations, which involve only real quantities:p5 cos 5θ + p cos θ = r cos i>; p5 sin 5θ+p sin 0 = r sin v;* [See XLIX.]
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 565in arriving at which system, the quantities r and v are determined, without tentation, by a finite number of rational combinations, and of extractions of square-roots and cube-roots of imaginaries, which can be performed by the help of the usual logarithmic tables; and p and θ may afterwards be found from r and v, by two new tables of double entry, which the writer of the present paper has had the curiosity to construct and to apply.[27] . In general, if we change x to x + \J— ly, and ai to α7 + V — lbi, the equation of the fifth degree becomes(æ+ V- ly)5 + (α1+ √- lδ1)(z+ √- l?/)4+ ... +α5+ V- lδ5 = 0,and resolves itself into the two following:I. x5 — lOx3?/2 + 5xyi + a1{xi — Qx2y2 + y*) — 01(4x3y — 4x?/3)
+ a2(x3- 3a;?/2) - b2(3x2y- y3) + a3(x2 - y2) - 2b3xy + α4x- δ4y + α5 = 0; and II. 5x*y — 10a;2?/3 + y5 + α1(4x3ι∕ — 4a;?/3) + 61(rc4 — 6a;2?/2 + y4)
+ a2(3x2y - y3) + b2(x3 - 3a;?/2) + 2a3xy + b3(x2 -y3) + aiy + &4a; + δ5 = 0;in which all the quantities are real : and the problem of resolving the general equation with imaginary coefficients is really equivalent to the problem of resolving this last system; that is, to the problem of deducing, from it, two real functions (x and ?/) of ten arbitrary real quantities 

a1, ...a5,b1,... b5. Mr Jerrard has therefore accomplished a very remarkable simplification of this general problem, since he has reduced it to the problem of discovering two real functions of two arbitrary real quantities, by showing that, without any real loss of generality, it is permitted to suppose α1 = α2 = α3 = δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = δ4 = 0,and «4=1,α5 and δ5 alone remaining arbitrary : though he has failed (as the argument developed in this paper might have shewn beforehand that he must necessarily fail) in his endeavour to calculate the latter two, or the former ten functions, through any finite number of extractions of square- roots, cube-roots, and fifth-roots of expressions of the form a+ √- lδ.[28] . But when we come to consider in what sense it is true that we are in possession of methods for extracting, without tentation, such roots of such imaginary expressions; and therefore in what sense we are permitted to postulate the extraction of such radicals, or the determination of both x and y, in an imaginary equation of the form
x + V— 1 y = + V— 1b,as an instrument of calculation in algebra; we find that this depends ultimately on our being able to reduce all such extractions to the employment of tables of single entry, or, in more theoretical language, fo real functions of single real variables. In fact, the equation last- mentioned gives {χ + √Zijz)∙ = o + √~16,that is, it gives the system of the two following:

xλ _ α(α 1- a;a_2?/2 + &c. = a, tx,xa--1y — θ —— xct~3y3 + &c. = δ ;1.2 I.2.owhich, again, give (^2 + 2∕2)α = α2 + b2,
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566 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS α ∙Z _ a'i0ι~1 ∏α - 2 ) M3+
, x 1.2.3 ∖x∕ ^" band ---------------------- -—-— --------= -.1.2 ∖a√If then we put Φι(p) = Pa>

ατ-≈(tt-1)(≈-2)τ,+

and ≠2<τ>= 1 ≈(g-'l)8---------- ’1----- ∏2~τ +-and observe that these two real and rational functions φ1 and φ2 of single real quantities have always real inverses, φ~11 and φ21, at least if the operation φfl be performed on a positive quantity, while the function ≠f1(r2) has but one real and positive value, and the function φ^ix(t) has α real values; we see that the determination of x and y in the equationæ + V— ly = ⅛a + V— 1 b,comes ultimately to the calculation of the following real functions of single real variables, of which the inverse functions are rational :z2 + j,2 = <5τ1(α2 + δ≈)j x ∖a∕and to the extraction of a single real square-root, which gives

Now, notwithstanding the importance of those two particular forms of rational functions φ1 and φ2 which present themselves in separating the real and imaginary part of the radical+ V— 1 b, and of which the former is a power of a single real variable, while the latter is the tangent of a multiple and real arc expressed in terms of the single and real arc corresponding; it may appear with reason that these functions do not possess such an eminent prerogative of simplicity as to entitle the inverses of them alone to be admitted into elementary algebra, to the exclusion of the inverses of all other real and rational functions of single real variables. And since the general equation of the fifth degree, with real or imaginary coefficients, has been reduced, by Mr Jerrard’s* method, to the system of the two real equationsx5 — l(kr3y2 + 5x?/4 -(- x = a, 5xiy — 10x2y3 + y5 + y = b,it ought, perhaps, to be now the object of those who interest themselves in the improvement of this part of algebra, to inquire whether the dependence of the two real numbers x and y, in these two last equations, on the two real numbers a and b, cannot be expressed by the help of the real inverses of some new real and rational, or even transcendental functions of single real
* Mathematical Researches, by George B. Jerrard, Esq., A.B.; printed by William Strong, Clare-street, Bristol.
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L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 567variables; or, (to express the same thing in a practical, or in a geometrical form,) to inquire whether the two sought real numbers cannot be calculated by a finite number of tables of single entry, or constructed by the help of a finite number of curves : although the argument of Abel excludes all hope that this can be accomplished, if we confine ourselves to those particular forms of rational functions which are connected with the extraction of radicals.It may be proper to state, that in adopting, for the convenience of others, throughout this paper, the usual language of algebraists, especially respecting real and imaginary quantities, the writer is not to be considered as abandoning the views which he put forward in his Essay on Conjugate Functions, and on Algebra as the Science of Pure Time, published in the second Part of the seventeenth volume of the Transactions of the Academy:* which views he still hopes to develop and illustrate hereafter.He desires also to acknowledge, that for the opportunity of reading the original argument of Abel, in the first volume of Crelle’s Journal, he is indebted to the kindness of his friend Mr Lubbock; and that his own remarks were written first in private letters to that gentleman, before they were thrown into the form of a communication to the Royal Irish Academy.
ADDITIONSince the foregoing paper was communicated, the writer has seen, in the first Part of the 

Philosophical Transactions for 1837, an essay entitled ‘Analysis of the Roots of Equations,’ by a mathematician of very high genius, the Rev. R. Murphy, ↑Fellow of Caius College, Cambridge ; who appears to have been led, by the analogy of the expressions for roots of equations of the first four degrees, to conjecture that the five roots x1^2x3x4x5 of the general equation of the fifth degree, æg + + ⅛χ3 + ca,2 + dx + e = O, ( 1 )can be expressed as finite irrational functions of the five arbitrary coefficients a, b, c, d, e, as follows: _ xx1=~ + 5√α + 5√^ + 5√7 + W
x2 = + ωsijoc + ω26y∣β + ω35y∣γ + ω4^,o
ar3 = ~^ + ω2^∕α + ω4⅛∕7 + ω^∕γ + ω8^, ■ (2)o
x4t = + ω35√α + ω5ββ + ωi5^γ + ω25<Jδ,

oir5 =+ ω4 ⅛a + ω3^ + ω2^∕y + ω^, o
ω being an imaginary fifth-root of unity, and aβyδ being the four roots of an auxiliary biquadratic equation, ' α = α, + √∕J, + √γ' + √i'∕

/?=«' +√S'-√y'-√i', r (3)γ = α'-√^+√∕-√^,5 = α'-√∕J'-√∕+√r5.* [See I.]f [See Trans. Gamb. Phil. Soc. vol. ιv (1831), pp. 125-53.]
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568 L. THE ARGUMENT OF ABEL ON FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS in which β' y' δ' are the three roots of an auxiliary cubic equation,
β, = oc"+^β',+ ^γ", '

γ' = oc" + θtf∕β" + θ2tyγ", ∙ (4)
δ, = cx,"+ θ2^ξ∕β"+ θ-<ζ∕γ"∙^

θ being an imaginary cube-root of unity, and β" y" being the two roots of an auxiliary quadratic, ∕7" = α",+5∕αlv,)γ" = α",-√αlvJ (5)And, doubtless, it is allowed to represent any five arbitrary quantities aq x2 x3 aq x5 by the system of expressions (2) (3) (4) (5), in which a, ω, and θ are such thatα=-(aq + aq + aq + aq + aq), (6)ω4 + ω3 + ω2 + ω+1 =0, (7)02 + 0+ι = θj (8)provided that the auxiliary quantities aβyδ cc'β'y'δ' oc"β"y" a'" αιv be determined so as tosatisfy the conditions , . , o5∖la = x1 + ω4x2 + ω⅛3 + ω⅛4 + ωx5,'

5⅛Jβ = x1 + ω3x2 + ωx3 + ω4aq + ω2a⅛, (9)55∕γ = x1 + ω2x2 + ωix3 + ωx4 + ω3x5,5∙(∕δ' = x1 + ωx2 + ω2x3 + ω3x4 + ω⅛5,4α' = α+∕7 + y + <V 
±ββ' = a, + β-y-δ,y ■ (10) 
⅛βy' = a-β + y-δ,
4=βδ, = a-β-γ + δ,.

3ocn=βf+γ, + δ,,
3-ζ∕β,'— β'+ 02γ, + Θδ', (11)
3γγ',=β' + θγ, + θ2δ',

2oc", = β" + γ",}2 βoclv = βn — γ".} (12)

But it is not true that the four auxiliary quantities α', a", aw, aιv, determined by these conditions, are symmetric functions of the five quantities x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, or rational functions of a, b, c, d, e, as Mr Murphy appears to have conjectured them to be.In fact, the conditions just mentioned give, in the first place, expressions for α, β, γ, δ, oc', as functions of the five roots x1, x2, x3, x4, a⅛, which functions are rational and integral and homogeneous of the fifth dimension; they give, next, expressions for β,, y,, δ', a,", as functions of the tenth dimension; for β", γ", a,"1, of the thirtieth; and for αlv, of the sixtieth dimension. And Mr Murphy has rightly remarked that this function αlv may be put under the form
αιv = ½A2.A2.A2.A2.A2.A2.BI...R∣.C,2...C∣.D2...D2.^2...^2, (13)
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L. THE ARGUMENT OE ABEL GN FIFTH DEGREE EQUATIONS 569 in which & is a numerical constant, and
A1 = x2 — x4 + ω(x3 — x4) + ω2(a⅛ — x5),'

A2 = x3-x2 + ω(x5 - x2) + ω2(a⅛ - ar4),
A3 = x4 - x5 + ω(x2 - x5) + ω2(x2 - x3), I A4 = x3 - x3 + ω(z4 - x3} + ω2(x4 - x2), 'A5 = z2-z5 + (ω2 + ω3)(a⅛-z4),j 
Ae = x3-x4 + (ω2 + ω3) (x5-x2);J∕αlvthese six being the only linear factors of ∕ —— which do not involve x1. But the expressions (14) give, by (7),(ι^ ω) A A A A = {χ22 + A + *4 + x5 - A + ⅝) (⅝ + ah)}2

+ { A - ⅝)2 + A - ¾) A - ⅝)} { A - ah)2 + A - xa) (⅝ - ah)}i (lθ)and the expressions (15) give a>3y— A5A6 = (x3-x4)2 + (x2-x5) (x3-x4) — (x2 — x5)2; (17)
i + Mthe part of αlv, which is of highest dimension relatively to x1, is therefore of the form 

Nx⅛∖{x22 +xl + xl + xf- (x2 + x5) A + x4)}2+ {(x2 - a⅛)2 + (τ2 - x4) A - x3)} { A - z4)2 + (x2 - x3) (x5 - x4)}}2
× {(⅝ - a⅛)2 + A - ⅝) A - ¾) - A - ⅞)2}2> (18)

N being a numerical coefficient; and consequently the coefficients, in αlv, of the products xf8a⅛3 and a48a⅛z1∣ are, respectively, — 62V and — 42V; they are therefore unequal, and αlv is not a symmetric function of x4, x2, x3, x4, x5.The same defect of symmetry may be more easily proved for the case of the function α', by observing that when x1 and x5 are made = 0, the expression4.55. α' = (aq + ωx2 + ω2x3 + ω3x4 + ω⅛⅛)5+ (z1 + ω2x2 + ω⅛3 + ωx4 + ω3x5)5 + (x1 + ω3x2 + ωx3 + ω*x4 + ω2x5)5+ (z1 + ω⅛2 + ω3x3 + ω2x4 + ωx5)δ (19)becomes
(x2 + ωx3 + ω⅛4)5 + A + ω2x3 + ω¾)5 + (x2 + ω3x3 + ωaq)5 + (x2 + ωix3 + ω¾4)5 = 4τ∣ - 5zf (τ3 + x4) - 10ic∣(ic∣ + 2x3z4 + x24) - 10a^ A + 3a⅛ - 12τ3x2 + x3)- 5a½(τ3 -16⅛4 x+ 6x% x24 + 4τ3 x% + x⅛) + 4x∣ - 5x% x4 - 1 Orr∣x% - 10x∣ xf -5x3x% + 4xχ, (20) which is evidently unsymmetric.The elegant analysis of Mr Murphy fails therefore to establish any conclusion opposed to the argument of Abel.
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